They're DIGGING UP the BONES of all the FALSE PROPHETS... ...to BURN them BEFORE THE LORD.

1 KINGS 13:2. 2 KINGS 23:18,18,20. JEREMIAH 8:12. EZEKIEL 6:5; 24:4-6,10,12; 28:21; 28:18,19.

BONES OUT - !!!!
FALSE PROPHETS

If a "PROPHET" made a PREDICTION of what is to take place in the FUTURE - perhaps he even gave the DATE when this is to happen - and it DOES NOT HAPPEN - the CHILDREN OF ISRAEL were to dig the BONES of that FALSE PROPHET OUT - and BURN them on an ALTAR - as a SIGN and a WARNING that THIS is the FATE of FALSE PROPHETS. EVERY MINISTER and every WRITER is to BEWARE that he DOES NOT be too free to slap around (LIKE HOUTEFF of the "SHEPHERD'S RODS" did.) And all the rest that we NAME!

DO NOT BE TOO FREE TO GO BY URIAH SMITH -

or LEROY EDWIN FROOM - the 2 main FALSE PROPHETS of the ADVENTIST COMMUNE. WHO PREDICTED A GLORIOUS FUTURE for the LAODICEAN CHURCH - when SR. WHITE DID NOT - !!! WHAT DOES THIS MEAN:

"THE TRAIL OF THE SERPENT!"

"I call it thus; for thus the Lord pronounces it. Wherein are those who are designated as "DEPARTING FROM THE FAITH!" and giving heed to "SEDUCING SPIRITS!" and "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" Departing from the FAITH which they have held SACRED for the past 50 Years? I leave that for the ones to answer who "SUSTAIN!" (pay God's TITHE to!) "SUSTAIN!" those who develop such acuteness in their plans for SPOILING and HINDERING the WORK OF GOD!" (Under the TITLE OF: "COME OUT AND BE YE SEPARATE!" Series B7:61.)

IN THE SAME BOOK (NO WONDER THEY TRIED TO BURN EVERY COPY - !!!)

But THEY will be the ones whose BONES will be BURNT ON THE ALTAR AS A SIGN of what is going to happen to them as they are RAISED UP AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS BECAUSE:

"ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN (Dec. 4, 1905) is soon to be realized, - the GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING and WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO until the Lord shall descend

(Continued on Inside Back Cover)
MORE ABOUT THE WHEELING FALSE ALARM!

HOW DO WE HARMONIZE STATEMENTS THAT SAY: "IN THE LAST DAYS!" (that WHEELING picks out in his (no doubt) the MOST MASSIVE PROMOTIONAL VENTURE OF HIS CAREER!) in which he will get the AID of most SEGMENTS of CHURCH and "REFORM!" ALIKE. HE WILL WIN - there is NO QUESTION.

WE DO NOT QUESTION THAT HE/THEY WILL WIN!

Because the DEVIL-WILL-WIN - !!! (For a time!) IT IS CLEARLY WRITTEN - when the Lord comes - He will "REVERSE!" the "JUDGMENTS!" of "MEN!" That is, in fact - THE LAST MESSAGE!

"TO STAND IN DEFENSE OF "TRUTH!"

AND "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" when the "MAJORITY!" forsake us, to "FIGHT!" the BATTLES of the Lord when "CHAMPIONS!" ARE "FEW!" - THIS will be our "TEST!" T5:136. BRISBIN 11. RH 1:297; 5:245.

ESPECIALLY AS THINGS WIND UP -

we are to see - EXACTLY WHAT WE ARE SEEING! (WE USE THE BOOKS YOU HAVE - if there is not too much DIFFERENCE - so you have NO EXCUSE not to follow along! You can see it with your own eyes!) "...BEFORE THE "TIME!" FOR SUCH A "MOVEMENT!" SHALL COME, (SATAN) WILL SEEK TO PREVENT - 2 -
THIS WHOLE CHAPTER OF "MODERN REVIVALS!"

is meant to WARN US of the MASSIVE "COUNTERFEITS!" (PLURAL!) "...of-the-FUTURE!" GC 464. So the DEVIL, very CONVENIENTLY! at this "TIME!" has his Agents come up with a MASSIVE ATTACK against "FUTURISM!" as though that is the GREATEST-SIN-EVER! When we can show you 500 REFERENCES of what is "COMING!" - in the "FUTURE!" ALL PROPHECY IS: "FUTURISM!" Should we not know what is "COMING" - ??? In the LINE of "PREDICTIONS - ???"

SO RIGHT HERE - IN THIS SUBJECT -

if we do not want to know WHAT IS COMING! and WHEN! we are SUNK! before we START! Because we are talking of the "OMEGA!" of "APOSTASY!" and that, ALSO - the AGENTS OF THE DEVIL TRIED to make us believe it will NOT be the "ADVENTIST CHURCH!" So if you want to turn off a SWITCH - and SWITCH OFF YOUR BRAIN - not willing to RECOGNIZE what ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED what the ADVENTIST CHURCH-LEADERS WOULD DO - instead you want to look for a "GREAT REVIVAL!" among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" Again we say: "YOU ARE SUNK!" BECAUSE:

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS HAS Sought TO BRING IN"

THE "SUPPOSITION!" THAT A GREAT "REFORMATION!" WAS TO TAKE PLACE AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" SM 1:204. FIRM FACT #(1) - there will be NO GREAT "REFORMATION!" NOR "LAST MESSAGE!" - among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" No, not is a SINGLE CASE! You have MISTAKEN (OR YOUR MINISTERS) AS THE JEWISH RABBIS OF OLD - ("DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!") WE-ARE-ALSO-"DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" when we POSITIVELY TELL YOU THERE WILL BE NO "GREAT REFORMATION!" AMONG THIS DEAD PEOPLE!

WHAT THEY MISTAKE AS STATEMENTS THAT SEEM TO SAY THAT! is Statements that speak of "GOD'S PEOPLE!" "GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE! AND THAT is not "THEM!" He comes to
"GATHER!" the "OUTCASTS!" of His people! WHAT AN INSULT!

IF YOU CAN SHOW ONE STATEMENT - !!!

WHERE SHE SAYS THIS TRUE "REFORMATION!" GOES FROM CHURCH TO CHURCH OR AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" Then these WRITINGS are a HOAX - !!! Because the CHANGED BOOKS might give that impression - but not the "ORIGINAL BOOKS!" THIS PUTS VANCE FERRELL IN A DILEMMA - FIX - QUANDARY - DEADLOCK - MUDDLE - HOT WATER! "THE LAST MESSAGE!" GOES FROM "HOUSE TO HOUSE!" THOSE SPANKING-NEW "CHURCHES!" WILL BE RIOTING AND CELEBRATING WITH PENTECOSTALISM - SPIRITISM - "POWER!" AND "MIRACLES!" OF THE DEVIL - !!! SM 2:50-54. MM 88. There is a "TIME!" when they will SPARK TO LIFE - hang on, we will come to it! "...are we WAITING for some COMPELLING POWER to come upon "THE CHURCH!" before we shall AROUSE ??? Are we hoping to see THE WHOLE CHURCH REVIVED - ??? AT "TIME!" WILL-NEVER-COME!...We have FAR MORE TO FEAR from WITHIN that from WITHOUT (AND IF THIS IS NOT CLEAR ENOUGH - !!!)...FROM "THE CHURCH!" ITSELF!" SM 2:122.

SO GO AHEAD AND "GATHER!" 2,000 A DAY! RIFF-RAFF!

"GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER, ("YOURSELVES! NOT THE LORD'S "GATHERING!") YEA, GATHER TOGETHER, 0(denomi)NATION NOT DESIRED, before the DECREE bring forth, before the Day pass as the CHAFF, before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon "YOU!" T5:99. T1:180. (FOOTNOTES!)

THE WHOLE "WHEELING!" PERPLEXITY IS BASED ON

"TIME!" "PLACE!" "CIRCUMSTANCES!" (ISAIAH-EZEKIEL-JOHN) T5:752–4. (JEREMIAH) BC 4:1159.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>CIRCUMSTANCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEALING</td>
<td>AMERICA</td>
<td>APOSTASY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHEELING SEGMENT: DECRY: ECUMENICAL UNITY WITH "ROMANISM AND OTHER CHURCHES!"

AT THE SAME TIME "CHURCH!" SEEKS THIS VERY "UNITY!" AND KEEP SUNDAY! GC 608.

"CHURCH!" BECOMES FURIOUS THAT "WHEELING SEGMENT!" EMBARRASS CHURCH "UNITY" PLANS.

"CHURCH!" TAKES THEM TO "LAW!" IN AUSTRALIA. THEIR OWN MEMBERS - !!! WHEELING ACTS - !!!

TRIES TO RAISE OVER $11,000,000.00 in AMERICA AND WORLD-WIDE - EXCITING PROGRAMME!

NEITHER SIDE IS RIGHT - ONE AS BLIND AS THE OTHER. THIS IS NOT GOING BY ORIGINAL MESSAGE!

POINTING TO "ROMANISM!" AS BIG BAD "WOLF!" IS GOING BY "ILLUMINATI" RUNNING THIS CHURCH!


PLACE: THOSE FIRST SEALED - ADVENTISTS IN "THIS LAND OF LIGHT!" ECUMENICAL UNITY - !!!

CIRCUMSTANCES: AS THEY ALWAYS HAVE DONE - ADVENTISTS WELCH OUT OF "FEAR!" OF "GOVERNMENT!"

MAKE A PACT WITH THE "CIVIL POWER!" GC 445,606-8.
TIME: TO OBEY "MIDNIGHT CRY!" WHICH SWELLS INTO "LOUD CRY!" "SEPARATE!" T5:136,211,463.
PLACE: "ROMANISM!" IN THE "OLD WORLD!" - "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" (ADVENTISM) IN THE "NEW!"
CIRCUMSTANCES: ONLY ONE THING STANDING IN THE WAY OF "ILLUMINATI!" "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!"

"THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

For them to spend a few MILLION $'s to do as it says in the 4 PAGES THEY LIFTED OUT OF THE "ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337 TO 340 - "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" - (SATAN TALKING!) ..."THE CHURCH!" must be LED to "UNITE WITH THE WORLD!" - "...we must work by "SIGNS!" and "WONDERS!" to BLIND their EYES to the "TRUTH!"...and follow "CUSTOM!" and "TRADITION!" (X-MASS AND EASTER!)...to SILENCE this SECT of "SABBATH-KEEPERS!"...THEN THE "SABBATH!" WHICH I HAVE SET UP shall be "ENFORCED!"...(OR BE) DRIVEN "OUT!" FROM THE CITIES AND VILLAGES!" (READ ALL OF IT!) 1884 GC 337-340.

SATAN WILL WIN - !!! IN THE EYES OF MEN!

"FEAR!" will cause "THE CHURCH!" to "JOIN THE RANKS OF THE ENEMY!" and keep "SUNDAY!" GC 608. WHAT WITH "ADVENTISTS!" NOW FOR YEARS HIRING "CATHOLIC OR AFFILIATE" LAWYERS - FEEDING THEM OVER $4 OF A MILLION $'s - and it is still "IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE!" that ("THEY WILL SAY!") TO THEM THAT DWELL ON THE EARTH, THAT "THEY!" should make "AN IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 443.

"TO CRUCIFY CHRIST!" - THE "JEWS!" APPEALED

TO THE "CIVIL GOVERNMENT!" and if they KEEP ON as they did AFTER 1888 - they will do "EVERYTHING!" THE JEWS DID THAT CRUCIFIED CHRIST! TM 78-80,97,106-7,112-118,130. She was shown OVER AND OVER AGAIN - not only that they would FOLLOW in the TRACK OF "ROMANISM!" TM 363 but also "BAAL, BAAL IS THE CHOICE!" TM 467-8. Not only are they NO BETTER than the JEWS - but since they have more "LIGHT!" they are DECIDEDLY "WORSE!" SG 4:68 to 76. If "THEY!" put you "OUT!" - "LEAP FOR JOY!" "Think ye that
AND SINCE THAT "JOHNSSON" OF AR IS SO ANXIOUS

TO STICK HIS NECK OUT ON THE FRONT PAGE OF AR for NOVEMBER 19, 1992 - that "ADVENTISTS IN FINLAND" have written a book - what the WORLD and the CHURCH will be like: "AFTER THE YEAR 2,000!" and this book is: "RIGHT ON TARGET!" - I just had to REMEMBER that bit of APOSTASY as I happened to read: "NO ONE has a "TRUE MESSAGE!" fixing the "TIME!" for CHRIST when CHRIST is to COME or NOT to come. BE ASSURED that GOD gives NO ONE AUTHORITY to say that CHRIST DELAYS HIS COMING "FIVE!" YEARS - "TEN!" YEARS - or "TWENTY!" YEARS! "BE YE ALSO READY: for in such an HOUR as ye THINK "NOT!" - the SON OF MAN COMETH!" (Matt. 24:44.) "THIS-IS-OUR-MESSAGE!...this LAST MESSAGE OF MERCY..." SM 2:113-4.

THIS ALSO APPLIES TO A 1991 BOOK BY "LARRY WILSON" -

"WARNING! REVELATION IS ABOUT TO BE FULFILLED!" - back to "JUBILEES!" AGAIN and the YEAR is 1998. In 4 pages I put 12 "XXXXX!" ses! I doubt if I can stand to read ANY MORE!

TIME!

THERE IS A "TIME!" when "ROMANISM!" will be a MAJOR THREAT - but that "TIME!" is not "NOW!" WHY IS IT NOT "NOW - ???" BECAUSE OF FACTS - !!! BECAUSE OF "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER!" WHAT IS THE "ORDER?" THE ORDER IS GIVEN IN "MY FIRST VISION!" "MY FIRST VISION!" starts where it OUGHT-TO-START - !!! WHERE ANY BOOK ON "EVENTS!" OUGHT TO START - !!!

WITH THE "SEALING!" AGENTS OF THE DEVIL -

IN "GERMAN REFORM" - (WHO GO BY "URIAH SMITH!")
POPULARIZED THE IDEA THE THE "SEALING!" WAS ON SINCE 1844! And FALSE PROPHETS ever since have set the DATE - TIME after TIME! DR. RUE spent a LIFETIME trying to "PROVE!" it - then his WIDOW made MORE OF A MESS - than he did! So the Lord had to ACT - to put them out of the way! BUT THE "GLORY SEEKERS!" keep trying their hand at it. NO ONE IS MORE INTERESTED IN "TIME-SETTING!" THAN WE ARE - !!!

BUT WHAT DO WE USE AS OUR GUIDE - ???

"EVENTS!" and in their "ORDER!" and CHARLES WHEELEING is all "OUT-OF-ORDER!" WHAT TAKES PLACE BEFORE "ROMANISM!" TAKES OVER - ??? Just because you never heard this - does not say it is not true - "ADVENTISM!" TAKES OVER - !!! Have they not told you they will be the "HEAD!" and not the "TAIL!" - ??? SOME "HEAD!" GOING TO THE "CATHOLICS!" INSTEAD OF RUNNING "FROM! THE CATHOLICS!" I come from a "MEDICAL FAMILY!" and ALL MY BROTHERS INTERNED IN "CATHOLIC INSTITUTIONS!" THERE THEY LEARNED ALL ABOUT "POISONOUS DRUGS!" ?ID "POTIONS!" AND "NOTIONS!" SICK-HORSE HOCK "GREASE!" "PREGNANT MARE PEE!" for to "CHANGE YOUR WIFE!" (CALLED: "HORMONES!") "COBRA SNAKE-VENOM!" "3 YOPO BERRIES WILL "ABORT!" A WOMEN! (ought to be good for something!"") SATAN LOOKING FOR THE "SOURCE OF LIFE!" SPEAR-HEADING "ADVENTISTS!" IN THE FORE-FRONT OF "FORD!" and "CARNEGIE!" and other "BIO-TOXICAL RESEARCH!" MILLION $ GRANTS! LEADING THE WAY TO DRAIN THE COFFERS for BABOON (OR PIG?) HEART TRANSPLANTS - BETTER NO HEART AT ALL - use a PUMP! Only "80%" LEAVE THE OPERATING TABLE - when ONE SURVIVES FOR "6 YEARS!" this is the BEST they can do - ??? CAUSE FOR "CELEBRATION - ???" (SAME AS THEIR "CELEBRATION" CHURCHES - ???) ABOUT EQUAL RESULTS!!!

SAME AS WHEN THEY "HELPED!" KIASEER BILL!

SAME AS WHEN THEY "HELPED!" CATHOLIC HITLER! SAME AS WHEN THEY "HELPED!" BILLY GRAHAM AND GEORGE BUSH IN THE "GULF WAR!" 2,000 to 2,500 ADVENTISTS for $9,000.00 each. A LONG WAYS from being OVER YET - !!! ONLY RILED UP THE ARAB WORLD - !!! INCLUDING TURKEY - IRAN - IRAQ and others NOT-FINISHED-YET - !!! DID YOU EVER READ: "...THE END (OF THE JEWISH NATION AS A NATION) IS NOT
AND THEN SEE ADVENTIST "FALSE PROPHET" BOOK -

"ALL EYES ON ISRAEL!" ROY A. ANDERSON - JAY MILTON HOFFMAN - UNDERWRITTEN BY H.M.S.RICHARDS - "HARVEST PRESS" (1976) - "ELLEN WHITE SAID" - "JEWS ARE GOING TO WIN!" EGGING THEM ON TO "NATIONAL SUICIDE!" instead of telling them to "GET OUT OF THERE" - !!!

THESE BORN-LOSERS NOW GOING TO TELL US

WHAT TO DO - ??? ONE SEGMENT OF "ADVENTISTS!" PUT OUT A FAKE 'GREAT CONTROVERSY' AND A COMPANION BOOK TO MAKE IT APPEAR THE BIG BAD WOLF IS: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" WHILE THE OTHER SEGMENT OF "ADVENTISM!" MAKES A RAID - THROWS INTO JAIL - THE OTHER SEGMENT OF "ADVENTISM!"

EXACTLY AS ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED - !!!


NATURALLY THEY HAD TO FIX THAT UP!

TO READ THE WAY IT WAS MEANT TO READ: "THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCHes!" EW 33. ONLY TROUBLE IS - GC 608. 1884 GC 426 - SAY THE SAME THING - !!! SUNDAY-KEEPING "ADVENTISTS!" become "THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" of their "FORMER BRETHREN!" (SOME BRETHREN!"") THE SAME THING - GC 607. And ONCE you get on to it - you can find 20 or 100 MORE - !!! But not by a "BLIND LAODICEAN!"

- 9 -
WHAT ARE WE TELLING YOU - ???

WE ARE TELLING YOU "MY FIRST VISION!" SEE A "BRIGHT LIGHT!" This is a "BEGINNING!" (LOOK FOR THE WORD! EW 14) THE "BEGINNING!" OF THE "SEALING!" THE WHOLE CHAPTER ON THE "SHAKING!" DEALS WITH THAT - THAT'S WHY THEY "CHANGED!" IT - !!! CUT-IT-ALL-TO-PIECES - !!!
YOU WILL NEVER UNDERSTAND IT FROM EW 269 to 273 in 1,000 YEARS! You have to go to the ORIGINAL RH 1:32 or with the INVALUABLE "FOOT-NOTES!" IN T1:179 to 184 but do not STOP THERE! GO ON IN THE NEXT CHAPTER AT LEAST TO 187. "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH!" and WHY they FAIL - !!!

THEY ARE ONLY THE "HAS-BEENS!"

It is a MIRACLE that we have COL 406 at all - !!! There we see 2 "CHURCHES!" WHEEL UP AND CONFRONT EACH OTHER! Between "THE CHURCH!" and "THE REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD!" there will be: "...CONTINUAL and SHARP CONTESTS!" TM 470-1. Until the Lord gets so fed up with "LAODICEA!" that He follows those they "PUT OUT!" He goes to "ASSEMBLE THE OUTCASTS!" ISA. 11:12 (REFERENCES ALREADY GIVEN.) AND OF THE SLEEPING DREAMING "CHURCH!" "...THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE the work of God "WHEN!" the "LOUD CRY!" GOES FORTH...CONTRARY TO ANY HUMAN PLANNING!...it will be seen that He is taking THE REINS IN HIS OWN HANDS! ("WHEN THE WORK GOES FORWARD UNDER THE DIRECTION (of WHEELING - FOLKENBERG - REICH - SAUTRON - FERRELL - WHITE ESTATE - ????) UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE ANGEL (REV. 18) WHO "JOINS!" THE THIRD ANGEL!" TM 300.

THEN THE LORD ORDERS THIS "MOVEMENT!"

SHALL "COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296 to WHEEL UP to the SABBATARIAN PEOPLE TO EYE EACH OTHER - !!! SEE THEM EYEING EACH OTHER - !!! 2 "CHURCHES!" COL 406. AND THE WORDS ARE THERE - UNDERLINED WITH MEANING! "(THE WISE) JOINED!" (THAT MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" THAT THE WHEELINGS WANT TO KNOW "NOTHING" ABOUT - ONLY AS HE CAN "USE" THEM!) (THE WISE) "JOINED THE THRONG... AND THE DOOR (OF PROBATION!) WAS "SHUT!" (FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY!) COL 406.

- 10 -
"OIL!" is "CHARACTER!" TM 234,264. RH 3:483,292,331. MB 134. COL 319,411-2. THE "FOOLISH!" THOUGHT IT WOULD BE "GIVEN!" THEM BY "HEPPENSTALL!" AND THE "JEWISH TALMUD!" AND MOST OF THE CHURCHES OF "BABYLON!" They had NO OIL. Their LAMPS were DRY and they went STUMBLING IN THE DARK - to the FALSE LIGHTS on the "BROAD-MINDED WAY!" But the IMPORTANT THING IS "THE WISE!" "JOINED!" THE "THRONG!" AND THE "DOOR!" WAS "SHUT!" THESE ARE THE "ORDER!" OF "EVENTS!" SNEER at them at YOUR PERIL!

SOMETHING ELSE FOR YOU TO "SNEER!" AT -

VANCE FERRELL EXPOSED the INCREASE of TB - EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS AND INCURABLE STRAIN - that goes along with "AIDS!" "JULIA E. WRIGHT!, P.O. Box 232, ORTING, WASH. 98360 - "LAST DAY MESSAGES." NOV.-DEC. 1992. from:

"YOUTH ACTION NEWS" - FEBRUARY 1992 -

C.B.BAKER, P.O. Box 312, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313 - that it is NOT ONLY "TB" but: "TUBERCULOSIS - MEASLES - SCARLET FEVER - DIPHTHERIA - SYPHILIS - WHOOPING COUGH - RHEUMATIC FEVER - ASTHMA - MENINGITIS - RUBELLA (GERMAN MEASLES) - MUMPS - STREPTOCOCCUS BACTERIA - CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME - WOODPECKER ELF GRID - CANCER TUMOURS OF THE BRAIN - KILLER "MIGRAINE" "HEADACHES!" LEADING TO "SUICIDES!"

PHONE CALL JUST NOW - DECEMBER 4, 1992 -

JOYCE LOGAN TOLD ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN THAT A DOCTOR TOLD HER (JOYCE) THAT HE HAS 4 NEW PATIENTS WITH "LEPROSY!" (IN "CALIFORNIA!") PERHAPS, instead of "SNEERING!" that we had to face for 50 YEARS! It is "TIME!" to BELIEVE ELLEN WHITE IN SM 2:53-4. MM 88. This will bring "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS TO THE TEST!" SM 2:50,53. THAT A: "CONSUMPTION!" (TB) IS "DETERMINED" upon the "WHOLE EARTH!" ISA. 10:22-3; 28:22. JER. 8:2; 11:23.
PAWNS IN THE GAME - !!!

IMAGINE STUPID MOTHERS SENDING THEIR IGNORANT SONS AT THE BEHEST OF ADVENTIST MINISTERS AND "CHAP elmS!" TO "FORT DETRICK, MARYLAND" something like "800 VOLUNTEERS!" (VOLUNTEERS? MAKING IT: "A REQUIREMENT FOR GRADUATION!") THE PARENTS SHOULD HAVE "GRADUATED" THEM OUT OF THERE! When this was in "THE YOUTH'S DESTRUCTOR" MAGAZINE - OCTOBER 15, 1963 (had been going on for 8 YEARS BY THAT TIME - to BREW THIS HELLISH STUFF for the "MILITARY!" "OUR MEN IN UNIFORM!" (FOR THE) "ADVANCEMENT OF MEDICAL SCIENCE!" (IS THAT WHERE THEY BREWED THE "NERVE GAS!" THAT KILLED SOMETHING LIKE "2,300 SHEEP!") (Was that in UTAH - ???) (AND) "TO EVALUATE THE MAGNITUDE OF RISK FROM SPECIAL "DISEASE AGENTS" - FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THEIR NORMAL "EPIDEMIC POTENTIALITIES...IT IS WITH GRATITUDE THAT THE CHurch AND THE "YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR" SALUTE THE HUNDREDS OF MEN WHO HAVE SERVED "BEYOND THE CALL OF DUTY" IN "OPERATION WHITECOAT!" "WILLING TO DO ANYTHING!" "THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR" OCTOBER 15, 1963. (IS THAT WHERE THEY SPIILLED THE MAKINGS OF "AIDS!" DOWN THE SINK - ACCIDENTALLY - ???) AND WHAT ABOUT "LSD-25?" MADE FROM "ERGOT OF RYE!" THE INGREDIENTS (VITAMIN "D" - !!!) PUT INTO "BEAN SOUP!" JOokingLY CALLED: "MILKI!" AND WHAT IS MORE DEADLY - THEIR "DOCTRINES - !!!" OH BOY - !!! WILL I BE SEEN PAYING TITHE OR OFFERINGS FOR THEIR PROGRAMMES - ??? OVER BY DEAD BODY - !!! I HOPE TO SEE THE INSIDE OF THEIR CHURCHES - NEVER AGAIN - !!! If I AM "HYPNOTIZED!" OR OTHERWISE SEEN IN THERE - DRAG-ME-OUT - !!!

"WE MUST LEARN TO STAND ALONE... "THE SOONER WE LEARN THIS - THE BETTER!"

EW 105,120. SG 2:266.

WHAT "SECRET OF LIFE!" DID THEY FIND IN "LLU?"
WITH "1000" LITTLE INTRIGUES THEY

WILL NOT TELL YOU ABOUT - but from what they DO-TELL-US, if we READ IT RIGHT - !!!

(1) WE ALL KNOW THEY TRIED TO ENHANCE THEIR "IMAGE!" in the "BABY FAY" (BABOON HEART) INCIDENT - so PROUD of catching the ATTENTION of the WORLD - they set up a SPECIAL "HEART TEAM" AT TERRIFIC EXPENSE to perform 120- plus OPERATIONS becoming a "WORLD LEADER!" even though it appears 20 percent never leave the OPERATING TABLE - and when ONE "SURVIVED!" 6 YEARS it was CAUSE for "CELEBRATION!" Since it is so difficult to get the RIGHT HEART at the RIGHT TIME - they resorted to: "HEARTS FROM DIFFERENT SPECIES!" (ANIMAL MODELS). (XENOGRAFTS) from "ANENCEPHALIC" (PIG?) INFANTS.

(2) TO CATCH THE WORLD'S EYE - they bought the "WORLD'S FIRST!" (AND MOST COSTLY MEDICAL MACHINE) (NOT COUNTING THE COST OF THE BUILDING - THE ACCESSORIES - and the COST OF THE PERSONNEL that have to go along with the "PROTON IRRADIATION ACCELERATOR" for the TREATMENT of TUMORS and CANCERS. It seems that 1988 to 1992 - no matter how CAREFULLY THE COUCHED TERMINOLOGY EMPLOYED - the EXPERIMENT proved to be a DISMAL FAILURE - !!! It seems the BEST they can do is to resort to "TRIALS!" - "GOALS!" of what they "HOPE!" to "ASSESS THE DAMAGE!" or "TO TEST THE HYPOTHESIS" that MAYBE - just MAYBE - in "LONG-TERM SEQUELAE" the "POST-RADIATION EFFECTS" to BRAIN and BLOOD DAMAGE - might be REDUCED if we "CONSULT" with LAWRENCE-BERKELEY-HARVARD and the "NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE!"

WE COULD HAVE TOLD THEM BEFORE THEY STARTED -

that LIFE does not come from DEADLY PROTON OR ANY OTHER KIND OF DEATH-DEALING "IRRADIATION!" And the sooner they get rid of the "WHITE ELEPHANT" and those who run it - the BETTER.
3 DOCTORS OBJECTED TO THE STAGGERING COST

OF THESE VENTURES and the "WOMAN PRESIDENT" OF LLU ("DEAN BEHREN'S") and CHA RRED by (CALVIN B. ROCK, Ph.D., CONSULTING EDITOR OF "ADVENT REVIEW") made short-shift of these 3 OUTSPoken DOCTORS and had them "FIRED PRONTO!!" It is worth obtaining a COPY of this AUGUST 1992 "SPECTRUM" to see how they OPERATE and just WHY THE "GOD!!" OF "JUSTICE!!" is going to deal with that KIND in the IMMEDIATE FUTURE! ONE IS REMINDED OF THE "JEWS!!" and the "ROMANS!!" who BEAT THE JEWS WITH WHIPS - RAN SWORDS THROUGH THEIR BODIES - RAN OVER THEM WITH "IRON CHARiOTS!!" It is the same spirit of "THE DARK AGES!!" AND THEN TO HAVE A SIMPERING "FOLKENBERG" and a DAffy "JOHNNSSON!!" SEE NOTHING - KNOW NOTHING - AND DO NOTHING - !!!!

WILSON PAVED THE WAY WITH HIS "27" THING!

ITEM (12) - "THE REMNANT AND ITS' MISSION!!" p.153 to 169. (NO "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!!" THE BIG DANGER IS: ROMANISM! ROMANISM! and more ROMANISM!

WITH THIS BACKGROund IT IS EASY FOR WHEELING -

TO COAST IN AND TURN THE HEADS OF THESE: "SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!!" T2:337. "GOD CALLS FOR "WATCHMEN!!"...(TO) give the World the LAST WARNING MESSAGE...AROUS E men and women from their LETHARGY, lest they SLEEP-THE-SLEEP-OF-DEATH!!" T8:304. "I am ALARMED for "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" WHO "PROFESS!!"... WHAT SHALL I SAY TO "ARouse!!" THE "REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD? I was shown that DREADFUL SCENES are BEFORE US...(SATAN) KNOWS THAT IF THEY "SLEEP!!" A LITTLE LONGER HE IS "SURE!!" OF THEM, FOR THEIR "DESTRUCTION!!" IS "CERTAIN!!" T1:262-3.
HOW "URIAH SMITH" ADVENTISM BEFUDDLED THIS PEOPLE!

MOVE (1): THE "1884 ORIGINAL GC..." - HAD "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" IN THE CHAPTER HEADINGS.

MOVE (2): THESE WERE FUDDLED UP IN THE 1911 EDITION. WHAT WAS THE MAJOR CHANGE AND WHY - ???

MOVE (3): THEY WANTED TO PLUNGE STRAIGHT INTO "THE LOUD CRY!" "FINISH THE WORK!" AND "GO HOME!"

MOVE (4): THOSE WHO HAVE "NO PART!" IN THE "EARLY RAIN!" WILL HAVE "NO PART!" IN THE "LATTER RAIN!" So we should be FAR MORE INTERESTED in what is the "EARLY RAIN?" RATHER THAN THE "LATTER RAIN!" WE KNOW OF NO ONE THAT HAS CLEARLY SPELLED OUT WHAT IS (OR WAS) THE "EARLY RAIN - ???" WE FIND IT IN 2 PLACES. (1) IN "MY FIRST VISION!" (2) AND IN "EVENTS!" in their "ORDER!" This will also give us the KEY to what is the THREAT and WHEN.

FOR EXAMPLE:

*****(A) IF SOME "JERK!" in the "TIME!" of the "YEAR!" 1893 comes up with the IDEA - NOTION - that he ("BROTHER STANTON!") found in the WRITINGS of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" that "THE CHURCH!" (of 1893) was "BABYLON" - !!! And if this "JERK!" (SR. WHITE CALLED HIM: "UNBALANCED IN MIND!" "CRAZY!" TM 56) did gain quite a FOLLOWING, causing (FORCING!) her to go into GREAT DETAIL to tell his BENIGHTED FOLLOWERS not only that he was "CRAZY!" but so was everyone else that said that in 1893. Or took that from her WRITINGS just in a TIME (in 1893) when they had a bit of a REVIVAL! (TM 42,56) And again calls him "CRAZY-IN-THE-HEAD!" and then goes into GREAT DETAIL - as to WHEN and WHY the MESSAGE WILL COME - WILL BE GIVEN - but this is "NOT!" the MESSAGE to be proclaimed "AT-THIS-(1893)-TIME!" TM 37. "NOT!" - "AT-THE-PRESENT-(1893)-TIME!" TM 50. Then she explains WHAT-WILL-CONSTITUTE "BABYLON!" (IN-THE-FUTURE!) and this is "NOT!" the "TRUE ISSUE FOR THIS (1893) TIME!" TM 59.

*****(B) Now for the BIG-WIGS and TOP-BRASS of the CHURCH, such as "A.T.JONES" as HEAD of the "SENTINEL OF CHRISTIAN LIBERTY" MAGAZINE (1894) and "URIAH SMITH" as
HEAD of "REVIEW and HERALD" MAGAZINE (1881–1897) – SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA, COMMENTARY #10, p.1078,1175 – at a time when they are just LOOKING for a CHANCE to take a SWIPE-AT-HER! (for having put THEM in their PLACE!) FOR THE LIKES OF THEM to take ONLY THE PORTIONS THAT THEY WANTED from HER "PRIVATE" LETTERS and from RH 3:89,410,90,32,75, 76,77,79,80,81,82,410,89,82 – HUNTING BACK and FORTH and LEAVING OUT CRITICAL PORTIONS as to what WOULD COME IN THE FUTURE – and making it look like that would be EXTENT FOREVER – they would have to be as LOONY AS STANTON AND HIS ASSOCIATES! ONE NOT ANY BETTER THAN THE OTHER.

SHE WAS NOT AFRAID OF THE WORD: "BABYLON!"

"MANY of the Brethren in OHIO...have been ready to cry out, "BABYLON!" until they are a complete "BABYLON!" themselves!” T1:236−7. "...those in central NEW YORK have been perfect "BABYLON!" CONFUSION!" T1:270. "THE WORLD must not be introduced into the Church, and MARRIED to the Church, forming a bond of UNITY. THROUGH THIS MEANS the Church will become CORRUPT, and as stated in REVELATION, "a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD!" TM 265. RH 3:233..."BABYLON OF REVELATION 18: "And AFTER these things (AFTER WHAT THINGS – ???) p.66 tells you AFTER REJECTING "THE MESSAGE TO THE LAODICEANS...WILL BE SPEWED OUT!" (CALL THEM WHAT YOU WILL, there will then be ONLY 2 CLASSES – 144,000 and "BABYLON!"")

"AND AFTER THESE THINGS I SAW "ANOTHER!" ANGEL –

come down from HEAVEN having GREAT POWER, and the earth was LIGHTENED with his GLORY...BABYLON is FALLEN, is FALLEN, and is become the HABITATION OF DEVILS, ("MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the TORCH of PROPHECY in THEIR HANDS, kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of "SATAN!"
TM 409. TIME – PLACE – CIRCUMSTANCES!)

"AND AFTER THESE THINGS I SAW...

"COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE, that ye be not partakers of
her SINS, and that ye receive not of her PLAGUES (THIS IS GIVEN IN "ORDER!" THE NEXT THING IS: "PLAGUES!") ...THESE KINDRED HERESIES, and the REJECTION OF THE TRUTH, CONVERT - CONVERT - CONVERT "THE CHURCH!" INTO "BABYLON!"...I WARN THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH TO BE CAREFUL HOW YOU RECEIVE EVERY "NEW NOTION!" and those who "CLAIM!" to have "NEW LIGHT!" "GREAT LIGHT!"... "BEWARE OF FALSE PROPHETS, which come to you in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES!" (SMALL COMFORT! NOT "BABYLON!" ONLY "FALSE PROPHETS!" BUT CAST INTO THE SAME "LAKE OF FIRE!" REV. 16:13,14; 18:1-10,17-24; 19:20; 22:14,15.) SM 2:66-8.

CERTAINLY "THE CHURCH!" THAT "KEEPS THE COMMANDMENTS!"

IS NOT "BABYLON!" WHO DOESN'T KNOW "THAT!" BUT IT IS "HIS ANGELS!" (THANK GOD THAT IS NOT "MEN!" THAT SAY "WHO-THEY-ARE!") who: "FIRST GATHER THE TARES" (THE SEALING!) and bind them in BUNDLES (THE "GATHERING!" OF T1:180 (FOOTNOTES - !!!!) IN BUNDLES TO BURN THEM...THE ANGELS DO THE SEPARATING!..."BEWARE OF FALSE PROPHETS!"...SM 2:68-9.

WE HAVE HEARD THAT "ROMANISM" IS THE COMING "BABYLON!"

THAT IT IS "THE UNITED NATIONS!"

THAT IT IS THE "NEW WORLD CHURCH!"
NOTHING "AMAZING!" ABOUT THAT - !!! BUT WHO IS THIS -

"THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS WILL LISTEN WHO HAVE
NEVER HEARD WORDS LIKE THESE. IN AMAZEEMENT THEY HEAR
THAT "BABYLON!" IS "THE CHURCH!" FALLEN...!" GC 606-7.
1884 GC 424.

WHAT 'ADVENTISM!' HAS NEVER UNDERSTOOD - !!!

WHAT IS "LIGHT - ???" EVEN "BRIGHT LIGHT - !!!" EVEN
"GREAT LIGHT!" THAT SHALL "LIGHT!" THE WHOLE "EARTH!"
"...WITH HIS GLORY!" 1884 GC 421. GC 603. "BABYLON THE
GREAT IS FALLEN, IS FALLEN (TWICE FALLEN!) AND IS BECOME
THE HABITATION OF "DEVILS!" AND THE HOLD OF EVERY FOUL
SPIRIT, and a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD!
(DID YOU CONNECT THAT WITH WHAT WE READ FROM TM 265
- ??? "THE CHURCH!" MARRIED TO THE WORLD! THE HARLOT
OF T8:250 so ANXIOUS FOR "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" THAT SHE
KNOWS NO-STOPPING-PLACE! "LOVE ABOVE LAW!")

AND IT GETS EVEN WORSE - !!!

"BABYLON IS FALLEN!" "...IS REPEATED, with the ADDITIONAL
MENTION of the "CORRUPTIONS!" which have been entering
"THE CHURCHES!" since 1844. A terrible condition of the
"RELIGIOUS WORLD!" is here described!" 1884 GC 421. GC
603.

WHAT - !!! MENTIONING "CORRUPTIONS!" "ABOMINATIONS!"

IS "LIGHT!" FROM HEAVEN - ??? YES! IT IS! HOW SO - ???
THIS REFERENCE GIVES US THE CLEW! "REPEATING!" the
"SECOND ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" So what do you do - ??? You
LOOK UP WHAT IS "THE SECOND ANGEL'S MESSAGE - ???"
NOTHING! ZILCH! BLOTTO!

YOU HAVE NO TROUBLE FINDING IT IN THE

"ORIGINAL BOOK 4 - !!!" WHY WAS IT TAKEN "OUT!" OF THE
"URIAH SMITH" TRANSLATIONS - ??? MISTAKES IN
"GRAMMAR - ???"
OR A "BOOK OF A NEW ORDER!" SM 1:204. That constitutes this a "NEW ORGANIZATION!" (SAME.) THAT WE ARE NOT TO "JOIN!" SM 2:390.

AND JEFF REICH CAN BEAT HIS "TOM-TOMS!"

AND "DAVE FIEDLER" CAN FIDDLE IN TEMPO TO THE JUNGLE BEAT - CALLING FOR A "GREAT REFORMATION!" AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" IN "LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS!" HC04 Box 94-C, St. Maries, ID. 83861-9403. (FALL 1992) BUT THE LORD SAYS THE "DEVIL!" GIVES THEM THAT IDEA - !!! SM 1:204,122. NOW HE WOULDN'T SAY THAT IN ONE PLACE - and in ANOTHER PLACE - CHANGE-HIS-MIND - !!! THERE WILL BE NO GREAT "REFORMATION!" AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" SHOW ME ONE REFERENCE! if it says "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" by no STRETCH of any IMAGINATION is that "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!"

ORDER OF EVENTS - ??? THE ADVENTIST HAS ONLY ONE -

"ORDER OF EVENTS!" He is going to give "THE LOUD CRY!" and "GO HOME!" THAT'S IT - !!! But NO "MIXED MULTITUDE!" IS GOING TO GIVE NO "LOUD CRY!" NOT IF 10,000 SAY IT 10,000 TIMES! BUT THAT'S EXACTLY WHY THEY "CHANGED!" THE BOOKS - TO HIDE THAT FACT - !!! THAT'S WHY YOU WILL FIND "VANCE FERRELL" EDITION OF THE "1844 GC" - taking LIBERTIES with the CHAPTER HEADINGS and "CHARLES WHEELING" ASSOCIATES FEELING FREE TO DO THE SAME (with their 1911) so that NOTHING IS LEFT - of "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!" I NOTICE NOW WHAT I DID NOT NOTICE BEFORE - in his FIRST ATTEMPTS TO COPY THE 1884 - HE OPENLY ADMITS THE BOOK HAS BEEN SO DRAMATICALLY "CHANGED!" "CERTAIN PASSAGES FOUND IN THE 1884 EDITION ARE TOTALLY ABSENT FROM THE LATER EDITIONS...IN OTHER INSTANCES THERE IS SO MUCH VARIATION THAT THE MATERIAL IS ESSENTIALLY UNIQUE." (NO PAGE NUMBER GIVEN - 2 pages from the BACK.) Yes, well - it all comes out in the WASH. WHY DID HE SAY "HOEHN" CANNOT SHOW - "ONE CHANGE - ???" WHY - starting with "URIAH SMITH" in 1888 - did they CHOP UP THE CHAPTER HEADINGS - ??? TO HIDE WHAT FACT-???
TO HIDE THE FACT THAT BETWEEN:

"THE FIRST ANGEL'S MESSAGE" (p.222-229) and "THE SECOND ANGEL'S MESSAGE" (p.230-240) and the "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" (p.273-286) THERE ARE 27 MISSING PAGES COMPRISING FOUR CHAPTERS! "THE TARRYING TIME!" (241-247) "THE MIDNIGHT CRY" (248-257) "THE SANCTUARY" (258-267) "AN OPEN AND A SHUT DOOR" (268-272. NOT IMPORTANT – ??? NOT NEEDED – ???

NO – NO – NO – !!!

BECAUSE IF A "BRIGHT LIGHT!" CAME IN "MY FIRST VISION!" "...AT THE BEGINNING OF THE "PATH!" (AT THE BEGINNING OF THE "SEALING!") WHICH AN ANGEL TOLD ME WAS THE "MIDNIGHT CRY!" And what "IS!" the "MIDNIGHT CRY?" "THE BRIGHT LIGHT!" of 1884 GC 421 – is "THE LOUD CRY!" WHICH CALLS FOR "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" to "SEPARATE!" ("COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!") – so the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" THAT "SWELLS INTO "THE LOUD CRY!" THAT GREAT "LIGHT!" IS NECESSARY TO CALL "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" OUT OF THE "SPEWN OUT!" CHurch –

CALLED A "GREAT!" OR A "BRIGHT!" LIGHT –

because if they REMAIN in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS – IMPENETRABLE!" (COL 406,414) THEY WILL BE HOPELESSLY LOST FOR SURE – so this is THEIR LAST CHANCE TO "ESCAPE!" TRULY A WONDERFUL SOUL-SAVING "LIGHT!" DO WE APPRECIATE IT – ??? IT COMES JUST IN "TIME!"

NOW LET'S GET DOWN TO CASES - !!!

AND FIND OUT WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT - !!!

***(1) THE "SEALING!" STARTS!
***(2) IT STARTS IN "AMERICA!" "THIS LAND OF LIGHT!"
***(3) IT STARTS NOT WITH "ADVENTISTS!" BUT WITH "OFFSHOOTS!"
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***(4) THOSE IN "THE GREATEST LIGHT!" ADVENTISTS ARE NOT IN "THE GREATEST LIGHT!"

***(5) HOW CAN YOU BE "IN THE GREATEST LIGHT!" AND AT THE SAME TIME "IN MIDNIGHT "DARKNESS!"

***(6) HOW CAN YOU BE "IN THE GREATEST LIGHT!" AND AT THE SAME TIME IN THE "OMEGA!"

***(7) IF YOU DO NOT GET THIS "STRAIGHT!" FIRST OF ALL - YOU WILL NEVER GET ANYTHING "STRAIGHT!"

***(8) THE LORD DIS Owns "ADVENTISTS!" HALF WAY THROUGH "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" SPEAKS NO MORE ABOUT "ADVENTISTS!" EXCEPT AS BEING IN PAST TENSE.

***(9) WE ARE NOW DEALING WITH: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" "THE REMNANT!" "VERY SMALL AND FEEBLE!"

**(10) THE CHURCH MOUTHS ABOUT "LETTING THE TARES GROW UP WITH THE WHEAT!"

**(11) WHILE THEY THROW OUT NOT "THOUSANDS!" BUT "MILLIONS!"

**(12) 25% EVERY 10 YEARS! THEIR OWN FIGURES! MOST BIG CITIES -

**(13) THERE ARE MORE "EX-MEMBERS!" THAN "MEMBERS!" YOU WRITE THEM ALL OFF - ???

**(14) THEY ARE "NO GOOD!" NEVER WERE - ??? PERHAPS THE LORD IN HEAVEN -

**(15) KNOWS EVERY ONE OF THEM - !!! AND HE DECIDES HE HAS HAD ENOUGH OF "OMEGAS!" (PLURAL!)

**(16) THE LORD FOLLOWS THEM! "GATHERS THEM!" "GATHERS!" THE "OUTCASTS!"

**(17) YES! READ IT AGAIN! FIRST THING IN THE MORNING. WITH YOUR EYES OPEN THIS TIME!

**(18) "NO MAN WOULD HIRE THEM!" NO CHURCH WANTED THEM - !!! (NOT THE REAL ONES!)


**(21) IF "ADVENTISTS!" WANT TO COME TO YOUR MEETINGS "LET THEM COME!" T2:711.

**(22) "LEAVE THE WAY OPEN FOR THEM TO COME IF THEY CHOOSE!" (UNLESS THEY ACT UP!) T2:711,553.

**(23) YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PUT UP WITH "FOOLS!" THE "WISE!" SEPARATE FROM "FOOLS!"

**(24) "THE CHURCH "Militant!" is "NOT!" THE CHURCH "TRiumphant!" FCE 294.
**EVE**RY (EVERY ONE!) OF HIS CHURCH MILITANT MUST...JOIN THE "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" 179.

**CASTING OFF MEN’S BINDING RULES...THEY WILL JOIN THE ARMY OF THE LORD!" T7:27.

**...and BEFORE the "TIME!" for such a "MOVEMENT!" (SATAN) UNDER A "RELIGIOUS GUISE!"

**MULTITUDES! WILL EXALT! ("CELEBRATION!")...the WORK of "ANOTHER SPIRIT!" GC 464 (292).

**This "CELEBRATION!" "EMOTIONAL EXCITEMENT!" WILL NOT STOP! IT GOES ON - !!!

**THAT WHOLE CHAPTER WAS WRITTEN FOR THIS! GC 464 to 473. (THEIR DOCTRINES!)

**THE ONLY THING THAT WILL STOP THEM IS THEIR "HEALINGS!" PUTTING ALL THEIR HOSPITALS TO WORK WITH "SHOTS!" AND "NOTIONS!" AND "POTIONS!" WILL "BOOMERANG!" (and what they do not look for!) "...will bring DISEASE and DISASTER, POPULOUS CITIES are...

**REDUCED TO RUIN AND DESOLATION!" GC 589. (407). THEN they will give "A" "LOUD CRY!"

**but not THE" "LOUD CRY!" "NEVER"!!! SO WHAT DO WE NEED NOW - 1992 - ??? 1993 - ???

**MEN OF CLEAR UNDERSTANDING ARE NEEDED "NOW!"...to LEAD OUT in a..."THOROUGH REFOR-

**MATION!"

**SUCH A: "MOVEMENT WILL COME!" GC 464. "TO LEAD OUT!" THEY-CAST-THEM-OUT - !!!

**BUT-THE- LORD-CALLS-THEM-BACK - !!! And gives them WHAT-THEY-DO-NOT-DESERVE - !!!

**ONE LAST CHANCE TO TAKE THE RIGHT SIDE - !!! "THERE SEEMED TO BE A GREAT "MOVEMENT!"

**THE "MOVEMENT!" OF GC 464! "A WORK OF REVIVAL - GOING FORWARD IN MANY PLACES!"

**THIS "MOVEMENT!" WHEELS UP IN COL 406 AS 2 "CHURCHES!" EYE EACH OTHER - !!!

**JOLTED SUDDENLY AWAKE - !!! THEY SEE ANOTHER "CHURCH!" THAT CAME OUT OF NOWHERE - !!!

**TM 515 TELLS YOU A DIFFERENT STORY THAN "THE FOOLISH VIRGINS!" WANT TO HEAR - !!!

**THEM THEY WANT TO HEAR NOTHING ABOUT: "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. BUT HERE IT IS - !!!

**TM 515 speaks IN HARMONY with COL 406 - this is the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE!"

**"SHALL WE NOT TRIM OUR LAMPS?" TM 515. "...AND BEGIN TO TRIM THEM!" COL 406.
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**(47) PLAIN AS THE NOSE ON YOUR FACE - !!! "OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO LINE!" TM 515.

**(48) THEY DID NOT FORM THE LINE - !!! (THE WISE, IF WISE ENOUGH!) "...JOINED THE THRONG!"


**(50) THERE YOU HAVE THE "BEGINNING!" OF THE "SEALING!" AND THE "END!" OF THE "SEALING!"

**(51) (FOR SABBATARIANISM!) AND NO "LOUD CRY!" IN SIGHT - !!! COL 406. AND THE DOOR IS "SHUT!"

**(52) AND THE "JEFF REICHS" - "ARNET MATHERS" - "TY GIBSONS" - "JIM HOEHLERS" - "R.J. WIELANDS" -

**(53) CAN STAND ON THEIR HEAD - DO 3 SOMERSAULTS IN THE AIR - THEY CAN - EXEGETE

**(54) HERMENEUT - ARGUE - DEBATE - EXPOUND - DECLARE - THAT WILL NEVER CHANGE ANY LIE -

**(55) INTO ANY TRUTH - !!! AND AS FAR AS THE "LOUD CRY!" IS CONCERNED - HOW CAN THEY -

**(56) "GIVE!" IT - WHEN: "IT MAY BE FALLING ON HEARTS ALL AROUND US, BUT WE SHALL NOT DISCERN

**(57) OR RECEIVE IT!" TM 507. "...THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE THE WORK OF GOD WHEN

**(58) "THE LOUD CRY!"...SHALL BE HEARD!" TM 300. WHY WILL THEY NOT RECEIVE - NOT RECOGNIZE IT?

**(59) AMONG OTHER REASONS: "WE MAY BE "SURE!" THAT WHEN THE "HOLY SPIRIT!" IS POURED OUT -

**(60) THOSE WHO DID NOT "RECEIVE!" AND "APPRECIATE!" THE "EARLY RAIN!" WILL NOT SEE OR

**(61) UNDERSTAND THE VALUE OF THE "LATTER RAIN!" TM 399. "UNLESS THE "EARLY SHOWERS!" HAVE

**(62) DONE THEIR WORK, THE "LATTER RAIN!" CAN BRING NO SEED TO "PERFECTION!" TM 506.

**(63) OUR TASK IS SIMPLE - !!! FIND OUT WHAT IS THE "EARLY RAIN!" - "SHOWERS!"

**(64) WELL! PERHAPS OUR TASK IS NOT QUITE THAT "SIMPLE - !!!" OF ALL THE THOUSANDS OF PAGES

**(65) WE HAVE PRINTED ON THIS - we have found "NOT ONE!" that will "REPEAT IT!"

**(66) (a) BECAUSE THEY KNOW IT WILL NEVER BE POPULAR!

**(67) (b) BECAUSE WE MUST GO "ONLY - !!!"

**(68) BY THE "ORIGINAL BOOKS!" WE HAVE TO PUT BACK WHAT THEY DISTORTED - !!!

**(69) "AT THIS "TIME!" THE "LAODICEAN MESSAGE!" MUST BE GIVEN, TO "ARouse!" A SLUMBERING
**(69) (DEAD - LIFELESS!) "CHURCH!!" SM 1:196. B2:15. IS THAT THE "LOUD CRY - ???" NO - !!!

**(70) It has to be "BEFORE!" the "LOUD CRY!" It "SWELLS INTO!" the "LOUD CRY!"

**(71) But those who go by "URIAH SMITH!" could not POSSIBLY admit ANY NEW "MOVEMENT!"

**(72) ROMANISM is a SLEEPING GIANT - it DOES NOT SPARK ITSELF TO LIFE.

**(73) THE NEWS-MEDIA ESPECIALLY IN CANADA IS DOING THE SAME AS WHEELING AND CONFEDERACY.

**(74) 2 SOLID HOURS ON CBC-TV - Dec. 6, 1992. And another 2 SOLID HOURS TONIGHT (Dec. 7)

**(75) HOW MEN AND WOMEN RISKED THEIR LIVES TO EXPOSE THE HOMO PRIESTS OF "ST. VINCENT:"

**(76) How they twisted the GOVERNMENT'S ARM TO GRANT THEM $1,000,000.00 for a NEW "HOME!"

**(77) For "THE BOYS (AND THE PRIESTS!) OF ST. VINCENT."
(EASTERN CANADA.) AND THE GRAND "COVER-UP!"

**(78) BY BRIBES AND THROUGH THREATS AND ASSASSINATIONS - COVERED IT UP FOR "15 YEARS!"

**(79) BUT SINCE IT WENT ON WITH "NO CHANGE!" THE NEWS-MEDIA IS HITTING THEM HARD - .!

**(80) THIS IS A MOVE BY "THE NEW WORLD ORDER!" AND ARE WE GOING TO TO FALL IN THEIR TRAP - ???

**(81) WHAT DOES THIS MEAN - ??? THE "CATHOLICS!" ARE ON THE RUN - !!! THEY ARE THREATENING -

**(82) NOBODY - !!! THIS IS NOT THE PICTURE IN THE REFERENCES THE WHEELINGS THROW AT US - !!!

**(83) THE REFERENCES THE WHEELINGS THROW AT US IS A DEFIANT "ROMANISM!" LIKENED TO A "WOLF!"

**(84) REMEMBER THE COMING "CRISIS!" IS "SUDDEN!" AND "UNEXPECTED!" WHAT BRINGS IT ON - ???

**(85) WHAT TURNS MEN INTO DEMONS - ??? WHAT CAUSES "PROTESTANTS" TO "UNITE!" WITH "ROMANISTS - ???"

**(86) WHAT CAUSED CRAZY "ADVENTISTS!" TO "UNITE!" WITH "KAISER BILL?!" WITH "CATHOLIC HITLER?"

**(87) WITH "BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM" IN HIS "KEY-'73 - ??? WITH "BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM" IN HIS

**(88) BLOODY "GULF WAR!" (THAT ONLY RILED UP THE "ARAB WORLD!" AND NOW BUYING WEAPONS -

**(89) ATOMIC WEAPONS - FROM THE ARSENAL OF THE SOVIET UNION - !!! WILL THEY USE THEM?

**(90) HAVE WE FORGOTTEN "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER?" HERE IS THE FINE POINT AND WHY THEY -
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"CHANGED-THE-WRITINGS!" IN A DOZEN KEY-REFERENCES THAT WE WILL STUDY LATER - !!!

WE CAN GIVE YOU ENOUGH NOW TO THINK ABOUT - !!! THE SEALING STARTS - IT STARTS WITH

SO-CALLED: "SABBATARIANS!" WHO CALL THEMSELVES "GOD'S PEOPLE!" SO DID THE JEWS!

WE ARE "REPEATING THEIR HISTORY!" SM 2:111. WHAT DOES "SEALING!" MEAN - ???

IT MEANS THOSE SEALED ON THE WRONG SIDE - NO HOLY SPIRIT - NO CONSCIENCE - YET

LEADERS OF THE "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!" THEY KEEP "SUNDAY!" GC 608. (426.)

WATCH THEM NEXT "EASTER SUNDAY!" To "WIN SOULS!" Of course. EXCHANGE CHOIRS. (+"AIDS!")

ALL IN THE NAME OF "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL!" AND "ABORTIONS UNLIMITED!" "CELEBRATION!"

A FEW "DISSIDENTS!" - "OFFSHOOTS!" - "QUEERS!" - OPPOSE AND EXPOSE THEM - !!!

THIS CANNOT BE ALLOWED - !!! SO AR December 3, 1992 - "ACTION ON PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS!" -

"PRIVATE MINISTRIES!" - p.4 to 7. p.14 FOLKENBERG DECRIES THE WORLD

GOING TO "SUPREME COURT!" TO TAKE AWAY "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY - ???" WHERE WAS THAT

PIE-BALD HYPOCRITE - WHEN THEY SPENT OVER $MILLION $'S ON CATHOLIC (AND AFFILIATED)

LAWYERS TO TAKE CHURCH-MEMBERS TO "SUPREME COURT LAW!" IN HAWAII-ALABAMA and what

about "AUSTRALIA - ???" DID THEY ONLY USE "MASON'S?" THERE - ??? OR "ILLUMINATI?"

SEEMS I HEARD SOMETHING ABOUT "ROCKS-IN-THE-HEAD!" TAKING CARE OF 3 DOCTORS WHO OBJECTED

TO YOUR SENSELESS ATTEMPT TO GET "LIFE!" OUT OF "DEATH-DEALING PROTON RADIATION"

OR 120 "BABY FAY" (BABOON OR PIG?) TRANSPLANTS AND/OR EXPERIMENTS - HOW MANY DIE

ON THE OPERATING TABLE - ??? WHEN ONE LASTED "6 YEARS!" THAT WAS CAUSE FOR "CELEBRATION!"

AROUND THE "GOLDEN PULSATING EMBRYO." ABOUT AS VALUABLE AS THEIR SERMONS!

SMOTHERING IN THEIR OWN CONCEIT and blaming it on "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES!"

"SUCCESS!" TO THEM MEANS MORE "MONEY TO SQUANDER!" LIKE GIVING IT TO WHEELING - !!!
"The Lord is soon to come; there must be a refining process in every church, for there are among us wicked men who do not love the truth. There is need of a transformation of character! Will the church arise and put on her beautiful garments...It is soon to be seen who are vessels unto honor. "And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory!" RH 3:239.

That is the Revelation 18 - 'loud cry' angel -

Does the "adventist church" give that "loud cry!" as they promised for 100 years - ??? or will they not even know what it is?? TM 507.. RH 3:443. Or will they "hate it when it comes" - ??? does it come as in 1888: "...they hated it the more! because it was a ...message against them!" TM 80. "They act like men who have "lost their reason!" TM 70. "...and when the message he brings again will swell into the "loud cry!" it will again be ridiculed, and spoken against, and rejected by the majority!" "Are SDA doing God's will?" p.10-11. ($5.00 plus postage) A. VERNE BATES, 890 Hitching Post Road, Grants Pass, OR. 97526.

Remember this principle:

"The rejection of light and truth leaves men captives, and subjects of satan's deception. The greater the light they reject - the greater will be the power of deception and darkness which will come upon them!" SG 4:104. (Now do you begin to believe our "most bitter enemies!" (Catholics - ???) our "former brethren!" GC 608. When they keep "sunday!" and demand us to do-the-same! While "Catholics!" are "shamed!" and "driven back!" all across America and by the "Wheeling confederacy!" shame - shame - shame - !!!!
THE "CATHOLICS!" ARE "AGGRESSIVE!" "BOLD!" "IMPIOUS!" as they WERE in the "DARK AGES!" HOW DO WE EXPLAIN THAT - ??? ARE WE FORGETTING: "TIME!" "PLACE!" "CIRCUMSTANCES!" - ??? (1) SEALING. (2) KEEP SUNDAY. (3) GET "MAD AS THE DEVIL!" WHEN "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" GIVE "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!" WHICH IS THE MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" THAT COMES OUT OF "NOWHERE!" WHERE "CHURCH!" EYES "CHURCH!" COL 406. THE BIGGEST BREAK-UP IN THE HISTORY OF SABBATARIANISM - !!! WE WERE ABLE TO PROVE ALL THIS FROM YOUR 1911 "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" "SO APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH PREPARES THE WAY FOR "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. (278). THE KEY TO THE WHOLE THING - !!! THE DEVIL (and agents of the Devil) employ "FORCE!" to make everyone else "CONFORM!" to their "IDEOLOGY!" "THE CHURCH!" held a "PICNIC!" Like one man said - "PIC!" (That's the SOW!) "NIC!" (That's the DEVIL!) "PIC-NIC!" WHAT DO YOU WANT THERE - ??? We did not feel free to go to their "PIC-NIC!" So we stayed home. Was that all - ??? No, that was not all!! ONE OF THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH CAME OVER SPECIAL JUST-TO-FIND-OUT-WHY-WE-DID-NOT-COME - ??? We were NOT AGITATING the SUBJECT - if we had HARD EVIDENCE we would have brought it forth - but since we did not have HARD EVIDENCE (THE SAME WITH ADVENTISTS FORMING THEIR CIRCLES) WE WOULD "NEVER!" BE SEEN IN A "CIRCLE!" FOR WE KNOW THAT "SPIRITUALISTS FORM CIRCLES!" (AND SO DO "WITCHES!") OUR PHILOSOPHY ALWAYS HAS BEEN - if you are not "SURE!" DON'T-DO-IT!" We do not just "DO IT" - because "OTHERS!" are "DOING IT!" We do not "FOLLOW A MULTITUDE TO DO EVIL!" "WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490. JUDAISM - ROMANISM - COMMUNISM - ADVENTISM - the "INDIVIDUAL!" is NOTHING - NOTHING - NOTHING - !!! What we do - we have to do as a "COMMUNITY!" That is the SLOGAN of the NCC-WCC-SDA. THE "GROUP!" - did NOT go into the Ark. THE "GROUP!" - did NOT go "OUT!" of SODOM and GOMORRAH or JERUSALEM - !!! WE DO NOT GO BY "GROUP SALVATION!"

BUT THEY COULD NOT LEAVE US ALONE - !!!
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THE HEAD OF THE DORCUS SOCIETY HAD TO COME OVER "SPECIAL!" TO SEE "WHY!" WE DID NOT COME TO THEIR "PIC- NICK!" JUST SO WHEN THEY DECIDE TO "KEEP SUNDAY!" (GC 608) they will be KNOCKING AT YOUR DOOR - WHY DO YOU NOT DO "AS-WE-DO-???" THEY WILL MAKE AN ISSUE OF IT - !!! AND ONCE THEY ARE "SEALED-ON-THE-WRONG-SIDE!" do you think they will have any "PATIENCE OF THE SAINTS!" to leave you FREE to go by YOUR OWN CONSCIENCE - ??? They will have a SURPRISING AMOUNT OF ENERGY! They will be out there - WATCHING YOU - and as it says in SEVERAL REFERENCES - "BETRAY (REPORT!) US TO THE "CATHOLICS!" MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1,2.

"LEAVES OF AUTUMN" P.O. Box 440
PAYSON, ARIZ. 85547

"LEAVES" TELL YOU THAT THEY GIVE YOU THINGS AS "AUTHENTIC!" AS THEY CAN - whether it is AGAINST them or NOT - !!! THE WHITE ESTATE said "MAGEN and SPAULDING" were "AUTHENTIC!" But since they are going to go from "BAD!" to "WORSE!" (PT 22) EXPECT a "20-year PREACHER!" to QUESTION if WE! would "GO-TO-THE-CATHOLICS!" (OH. MY - NO - !!!) They could QUESTION that "50 YEARS AGO!" but after THE WHOLE WORLD sees them "GOING TO THE CATHOLICS!" with a ¾ MILLION BACK-UP "FUND!" - they still QUESTION if "ADVENTISTS!" would do that - ??? BOY - !!! HOW THEY HAVE "FAITH!" in that "CHURCH!" DEAD OR ALIVE! ("LEAVES" has 2 BOOKS, BOTH $27.50. Ask for the one with 498 pages.)

THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING - AND IN A HURRY!

AS SUDDENLY! - as the HOLY MAN came to IRAN and pushed out the SHAH.
AS SUDDENLY! - as the POPE came over the POLISH HORIZON.
AS SUDDENLY! - as the BERLIN WALL came down.
AS SUDDENLY! - as the BREAK-UP of the SOVIET UNION.
AS SUDDENLY! - as EARTHQUAKES hit.
AS SUDDENLY! - as ADVENTISM went to LAW over a TRADE-NAME!
AS SUDDENLY! - as ADVENTISTS can turn like a DRAGON-CULT - and take their own "BRETHREN!" - turn them over to CATHOLIC (and AFFILIATED) LAWYERS because their "BRETHREN!" refuse to go along and keep "SUNDAY!" on "X-MASS!" and "EASTER!" and they "GET-THE-HABIT!" and do it as READILY as the BABYLONIANS - !!! So they rub shoulders with other "PROTESTANTS!" that keep the SAME "...HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS, she LOST the "SPIRIT!" and "POWER!" of God!" GC 443.

ROMANISM - ???

"It is the BEAST with LAMB-LIKE HORNs - in "PROFESSION" PURE, GENTLE, and HARMLESS that speaks AS-A "DRAGON!" GC 442. "THEN THE TRUE CHURCH will be ASSAILED-BY-PERSECUTION...PROTESTANT CHURCHES that have FOLLOWED IN THE STEPS OF ROME!" 1884 GC 278.

"WHEN 'BRETHREN!' MANIFEST THE SPIRIT

OF THE DRAGON, TO MAKE WAR upon those who believe that God has COMMUNICATED "LIGHT!" and "COMFORT!" to "THEM!" through the "TESTIMONIES!", it is "TIME!" for the BRETHREN and SISTERS to assert their "LIBERTY!" and perfect FREEDOM of CONSCIENCE!" T4:245-6.

HERE WE MUST PROCEED WITH CAUTION

It took us MANY YEARS to figure out why ELLEN WHITE "CONTRADICTED!" HERSELF. No wonder the "BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND!" will NEVER figure this out. WHY SHE ACCUSED AND CONDEMNED - and told others NOT-TO-DO-IT - !!! FROOM was the MASTER PSYCHOLOGIST that HAMMERED NIGHT AND DAY - the BLANKET "ACCUSATION!" that we should not "ACCUSE!" Of course we very early saw we were "NOT!" to "FIND FAULT!" with the "BRETHREN!!" It was NOT a BROAD-SIDE CANNON SHOT THAT CUT DOWN EVERYONE AND HIS DOG - !!! It was a SNIPER-BULLET - SELECTIVE and DIRECTIVE. So the FROOMs had "ODOM!" LEAVE OUT OVER 200 "CONDEMN!!"
STATEMENTS out of that CHEAP "ODOM" INDEX! (CHEAP AT OVER $100,000.00) I suppose they THOUGHT they were bringing ORDER out of DISORDER! BUT THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE WHOLE PLAN OF SALVATION.

FROOM AND SATAN WANT TO BE FREE TO TEAR DOWN

(T2:440) ONE BANNER AFTER THE OTHER - let them "TRAIL IN THE DUST!" FROOM and the DEVIL: "They DESPISE the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!"...and would "REJOICE!" to see everyone SILENCED WHO GIVES "REPROOF!" T3:272. RH 2:50. "NOT ONE in that VAST ASSEMBLY dared utter ONE WORD for GOD...WHAT ASTONISHING DECEPTION and fearful BLINDNESS ...THEY REMAINED NEUTRAL. If God ABHORS one sin above another, of which HIS PEOPLE are GUILTY (IF FROOM AND THE DEVIL HAD THEIR WAY EVERYONE WOULD BE DRIVEN INTO "SILENCE!" AND "NEUTRALITY!" BUT IS THAT WHAT GOD WANTS?)

YOU NEVER HEARD THIS BEFORE - DID YOU - ???

"IF GOD ABHORS ONE SIN ABOVE ANOTHER, OF WHICH "HIS PEOPLE!" ARE "GUILTY!" IT IS IN DOING "NOTHING!" IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY...ALL ISRAEL IS SILENT...!" ("THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER) T3:280-1. RH 1:135. B2:44. THAT IS - "MURDER!"

GOD SAYS: "BABYLON IS FALLEN - IS FALLEN!"

THAT IS CONDEMNING - FAULT-FINDING - CRITICIZING - ACCUSING - and if you don't do it - you will NOT be "SEALED!" RIGHT - ??? "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. SO FOR YEARS ON ENDLESS YEARS - FROOM SLAPPED THEM IN THE MOUTH - HAD EVERY MINISTER IN EVERY CHURCH BE GUILTY OF "MURDER!" BY 10,000 SLAPS IN THE MOUTH - EVERY SABBATH - !!!

JUST LIKE THE JEWS -
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CALLED: "GOD'S PEOPLE!" Looking for the MESSIAH to come, and when he did - "CRUCIFIED! HIM!" So they built up a WORLDWIDE "HATRED!" OF THE JEWS AND THEIR "SABBATH!" ENGENDERED 10,000 WARS! BLOOD FLOWED FOR AGES - "LET HIS BLOOD BE ON US AND OUR CHILDREN!" (AND IT WAS - !!!) CHARLES WHEELING AND CONFEDERATES - POKE THE ROMISH HORNET NEST - WILL ONLY MADDEN THEM TO HATE THE "COMMANDMENTS" AND THOSE WHO GO BY THEM - !!! They will accomplish "NOTHING!" BECAUSE THE DANGER DOES NOT COME FROM THAT DIRECTION! IT COMES FROM A QUARTER THAT THE "ADVENTISTS!" LEAST EXPECT IT - !!! "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" "SUDDEN!" "UN-LOOKED FOR!" COL 412. (421). WHERE WOULD BE THE MOST "UN-LOOKED FOR!" QUARTER - ???

YOU DIDN'T CATCH ON - ??? DID YOU - ???

FROM: "GOD'S PEOPLE!" FROM SABBATARIANS AGAIN! AFTER THEY ARE "SEALED!" ON THE WRONG SIDE - they will do "ANYTHING!" SATAN EMPLOYS "FORCE!" GOD'S PEOPLE PROTEST! CONDEMN! FIND FAULT! ACCUSE! and the FIGHT is on - !!! WHO-STARTED-IT - ??? THEY KEEP "SUNDAY!" GC 608. AND TRY TO "FORCE!" US TO DO THE SAME - !!!
MAGEN & SPAULDING 1,2. WONDERFUL "BRETHREN!" "THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES, and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS!" T4:615. (And the FIGHT is REALLY ON - !!! and why not - !!! - ???)

"...BRACE YOURSELF FOR THE CONFLICT!"

"FOLLOW NO FALSE COLORS, but WATCH the BANNER of our Holy Faith, and be FOUND where THAT WAVES! even though it be in the THICKEST OF THE FIGHT! SOON THE WARFARE WILL BE OVER...THE GLORIOUS PRIZE...will then be YOURS!" T5:309. "There is NO HALTING PLACE for us this side of HEAVEN!" T5:308. "A SLEEPING ARMY (THE PRESENT "ADVENT REVIEW" DEAD BUT NOT FORGOTTEN!) "A SLEEPING ARMY...GOD and HOLY ANGELS are engaged in the WARFARE...NOTHING is gained by COWARDICE or by FEARING to let it be known that we are GOD'S COMMANDMENT-KEEPING PEOPLE!" HIDING our LIGHT, as if ASHAMED of our FAITH, will result ONLY in DISASTER. God will LEAVE US TO OUR WEAKNESS!" T5:394,527. (Let the HELL-BELIEVERS be "ASHAMED!" of their "BLASPHEMY!")

CATHOLICS HAVE AN EXCUSE - "TRADITION!"

EVANGELICALS HAVE NONE - !!! THEY CLAIM TO GO "BY THE BIBLE!" "OUT!" OF WHAT "BIBLE!" do they find "SUNDAY!" or "HELL-TORMENT!" CATHOLIC PRIEST "DANTE'S INFERNO!" DID BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM find that "IN THE BIBLE - ??" ADVENTISTS HAVE NO REASON WHATEVER TO UNITE WITH HIM as they did in BERLIN, GERMANY in 1966 and again in "KEY '73" - the "3-FOLD UNION!" AS PREDICTED: "ANOTHER GENERAL COUNCIL! A WORLD'S CONVENTION! "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, AND UNIVERSAL CREED!" WHEN THIS SHALL BE GAINED, then, in the effort to secure COMPLETE UNIFORMITY, it will be only a "STEP!" to the RESORT to "FORCE!...THEN (ROMANISM?!) THEN PROTESTANT AMERICA will have formed "AN IMAGE!" of the ROMAN HIERARCHY, and the infliction of CIVIL PENALTIES upon "DISSENTERS!" will inevitably result!...WHEN THE "PROTESTANT CHURCHES!" (ADVENTISM!) shall seek the AID of the CIVIL POWER for the "ENFORCE MENT!" of their "DOGMAS!" (READ ON!) GC 445. 1884 GC 278.
"NEVER - !!!???") "ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the NEW, will pursue a SIMILAR COURSE...!" GC 616. 1884 GC 445.

SINCE WIELAND WELCHED IN 1950 TO GET HIS "CREDENTIALS" BACK - and allowed BILLY GRAHAM to be the HERO OF ADVENTISM! They have dropped one BANNER after ANOTHER! Are these the people that are "GIVING THE LAST MESSAGE!" TRYING TO GET ON THE BAND-WAGON OF THE "EVANGELICALS - ???") DESTINED TO END UP KEEPING THE "SAME SUNDAY!" BELIEVING IN THE "SAME HELL!" PHASE #1. THEN IN PHASE #2 - 

DESPERATE BECAUSE THESE "OFFSHOTS!" ARE CALLED BY THE LORD TO GIVE "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!" BEFORE "THE LOUD CRY!" BECOMING KILLING MAD - !!! "I SAW THE NOMINAL CHURCH AND NOMINAL ADVENTISTS (CHURCH AND AWAKENING!) (PHARISEES AND SADUCEES!)" (ALL THEY HAVE LEFT IS A "NAME!" "NOMINAL!") LIKE JUDAS would BETRAY us to the CATHOLICS to obtain their INFLUENCE to come (WHEELING! DO YOU NOTICE THEY DO NOT COME - !!! TILL THE "ADVENTISTS!" FETCH THEM! GC 607.) AGAINST THE TRUTH. THE SAINTS then will be an OBSCURE PEOPLE - LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS...REPORT THEM TO THE CATHOLICS AS THOSE WHO DISREGARD...SUNDAY (PHASE #3) - THEN the CATHOLICS (NOW THE "CATHOLICS" TAKE OVER and this the WHEELINGS PLAY ON! BUT WHO FETCHED THEM WITH ¾ MILLION $'s - ???) bid the PROTESTANTS to go forward, and issue a DECREE that all who will not observe the FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK, instead of the SEVENTH-DAY, shall be SLAIN... BUT BEFORE their DECREE bring or bear FRUIT, the SAINTS will be DELIVERED BY-THE-"VOICE OF GOD!" MAGEN 1,2.
"ADVENTIST REVIEW" (AR) December 3, 1992 – taking after "PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS" and "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES" - HOPE INTERNATIONAL - HARTLAND INSTITUTE - PROPHECY COUNTDOWN - STEPS TO LIFE CHURCH - (WICHITA, KANSAS) - ROLLING HILLS CONGREGATION - (ROLLING HILLS, FLORIDA) - GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED - "OR ANY OTHER CHURCHES OR GROUPS!" RESOLVED to take "ACTION!" to meet this "THREAT!" and especially of: "A CHURCH WITHIN THE CHURCH!" And they cite especially those who "BAPTIZE!" and "ORDAIN MINISTERS!" and openly call for "MEANS!" (WE PREDICTED THAT THIS WOULD CALL FOR "ACTION!" - which it has.)

SINCE "HARTLAND INSTITUTE" AND "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" -

("STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" has OPENLY INVITED others to "JOIN THEM!" - "THE CHURCH!" sees a THREAT to their EXISTENCE, as well they might. THIS IS A GREATER THREAT than GERMAN REFORM - SHEPHERD'S ROD - HUDSON "AWAKENING!" or FORD "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED!" all rolled together.

"OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" - Volume 7, Number 12 (December 1992)

Undertakes to REPLY in a "SPECIAL EDITORIAL!" and other ARTICLES in 32 pages. Which is the BIGGEST LIAR - we do not know. "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" (STANDISH CONSORTIUM) try to bend over BACKWARDS to DENY that they are trying to set up "A CHURCH WITHIN THE CHURCH!" - REPEAT OF HOUTEFF (1932) and HUDSON (1963). It seems EACH "MOVE- MENT!" is BIGGER and BETTER ORGANIZED than the previous one. ALL are based on a FALSE PREMISE. That "SPEW OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!"

FOLLOWING "URIAH SMITH!" NOT "ELLEN WHITE!"
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ALL are going to PLUNGE straight into "THE LOUD CRY!" with NO "PURIFICATION!" in the RANKS - (EXCEPT THEIR TYPE!) NO "MIDNIGHT CRY!" NOT WANTED - NOT TOLERATED! They will just PUSH the BAD EGGS OUT! and they take over! Working at it - day and night! WE-SAW-THIS-FIVE-YEARS-AGO! WE SAID IT WAS "A MISSION IMPOSSIBLE!" That each such MOVE would be only "FROM BAD TO WORSE!" "PRESENT TRUTH" p.22. RH 1:9. (SEND FOR FREE REPRINT! YOU MIGHT HAVE ONE ALREADY.)

THAT IS NOT - THE "MESSAGE!" FOR THIS TIME!

ONE HOUR BEFORE "MIDNIGHT!" THE LORD LEAVES THE LAODICEANS IN "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414 (423) and CALLS and "GATHERETH THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" ISA. 57:8. RH 5:51,53,221-3,245. Called: "THE REMNANT!" ISA. 11:16; 10:20-2. Called: "A MYSTERIOUS PROCESSION!" that comes out of "NOWHERE!" and WHEELS up to the ADVENTIST CHURCH as CHURCH eyes CHURCH - and the "PROCESSION-THRONG!" DO NOT "JOIN!" THE LAODICEANS as they have been HOPING for 100 YEARS - but THE "WISE!" and "FOOLISH!" have a BREAK-UP IN THE BLIND, SLEEPING, DREAMING "CHURCH!" THE BIGGEST SPLIT-UP EVER IN THE LAODICEANS which they have SWORN-WILL-NEVER-BE but what does COL 406 RECORD. THE "WISE!" (IF WISE ENOUGH!)

(THE "WISE!") JOINED THE THRONG...AND THE DOOR

WAS SHUT!" COL 406. IF THEY WERE NOT "SEPARATE!" BEFORE - they have NO TIME to THINK LONG ABOUT IT - "and the DOOR is "SHUT!" PROBATION OVER - !!! FOR THE FIRST AND ONLY TIME IN ADVENTIST HISTORY! (BEFORE ANY "LOUD CRY!" ) THOSE NOT "GATHERED!" AT THIS "GATHERING!" will be "DUNG UPON THE EARTH!" JER. 8:2.

UP TO THIS MOMENT IN "TIME!"

THERE IS NO "MOVEMENT!" RECOGNIZED FROM "WITHIN!" IT IS ONLY A DREAM! FOR "THE CHURCH!" IS CAUGHT - SOUND "ASLEEP!" - 35 -
AND WHAT WAKES THEM - ???
"A CRY - !!!"
AND WHAT IS THAT "CRY - ???”

"AT MIDNIGHT THE 'CRY!' IS HEARD:

"...GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406. IN AMAZEMENT THE "10 VIRGIN CHURCH!" "SEES THE PROCESSION MOVING ON, BRIGHT WITH TORCHES (THEY HAD MUCH LIGHT!) AND GLAD WITH MUSIC! "I SEEMED TO HEAR THE MUSICAL VOICES OF THESE ANGELS SOUNDING EVERYWHERE!” EW 260–6, 269–276. (AND THEN "THE LOUD CRY!")

DID YOU NOTICE - ??? THIS "PROCESSION!"

WAS "MOVING ON - !!!" THEY DID NOT ASK THE "LAODICANS!" TO LEAD THEM - !!! THE "WISE!" (IF "WISE!" ENOUGH!) had to HURRY to CATCH UP! and "THEY" had to do the "JOINING!" to a "SUPERIOR!" FORCE! AS Sr. ANN WOULD SAY: "GOODY!" LIKE THE PHARISEES IN THE DAYS OF JESUS - HAD TO "JOIN!" - had to "HUMBLE!" themselves to be "SAVED!" "JOIN!" a "HATED SECT!" WHAT A LET-DOWN FOR A HAUGHTY - PROUD - "HOLIER-THAN-THOU!" "PHARISEE- LAODICEAN!" "JOIN!" a "SUPERIOR FORCE!" The ONLY ONES FIT - to give "THE LOUD CRY!"

HOW SILLY - !!! FOR "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION!"

TO THINK THEY CAN STIR SOME "LIFE!" INTO THAT "DEAD-
LIFELESS" CHURCH! ENTIRELY HOPELESS! NO MATTER HOW THEY SCHEME TO QUOTE REFERENCES TO ESCAPE THE NEED TO "JOIN!" "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464 (296).

"THOSE WHO SHOW BY THEIR ACTIONS THAT THEY

MAKE "NO EFFORT!" TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE "SACRED!"
AND THE "COMMON!" may know that, UNLESS THEY REPENT!
GOD'S JUDGMENTS WILL FALL UPON "THEM!" These "JUDGMENTS!" may be delayed, but they WILL COME!..."WHY
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DID YOU DO THE DEVIL'S WORK when you were SUPPOSED to be doing a good work for the MASTER!!!??!? "...THE TRUTH...BY SOME IT WAS REJECTED. They had passed BEYOND CONVICTION. They had SINNED against GREAT LIGHT and KNOWLEDGE, stifling CONSCIENCE until it could no longer PENETRATE the calloused HEART! Some have so long SACRIFICED "PRINCIPLE!" that they CANNOT-SEE-THE-DIFFERENCE between the "SACRED! and the "COMMON!"... SHOW YOUR "COLORS!" - !!! T8:95-6. (See also AA 540, 54-5, 532-3, 535-6. RH 6:280-2.)

SR. ANN WANTS TO ADD WHAT WAS LIFTED OUT -

OR ADDED TO "TESTIMONIES 5." The REFERENCE SR. ANN HAD IN MIND IS FOUND IN RH 2:266. Dec. 11, 1888 ("EXTRA!") Since this is actually found in a variety of places in "TESTIMONIES 5." And what we may quote as MISSING or ADDED, may be DIFFICULT TO DOCUMENT - we will merely call attention to:

IN THE COMING CRISIS - WHO TAKES THE LEAD - ???

DO YOU KNOW - ??? DO YOU HAVE THE ANSWER - ???

"THE COMING CRISIS!" "And the DRAGON was WROTH with the WOMAN, and went to make WAR with the "REMNANT" of her Seed, which KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God and HAVE the TESTIMONY OF JESUS." "In the near FUTURE (TIME) we shall see these WORDS FULFILLED as the (ROMISH?) "PROTESTANT(!!!)" churches "UNITE!" with the WORLD and with the PAPAL POWER against COMMANDMENT-KEEPERS. The SAME SPIRIT which actuated PAPISTS in AGES PAST will lead "PROTESTANTS!" "PROTESTANTS!" are working in DISGUISE to bring "SUNDAY!" to the FRONT, AS-DID-THE-ROMANISTS...SATAN will excite INDIGNATION against the HUMBLE MINORITY, who conscientiously "REFUSE!" to accept POPULAR CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS. (EASTER AND CHRIST-MASS!). MEN of POSITION and REPUTATION (This TERMINOLOGY is ALWAYS USED to mean LEADERS of the CHURCH!) will "JOIN!" with the "LAWLESS!" and the "VILE!" to take
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counsel against "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" WEALTH, GENIUS, EDUCATION, will "COMBINE!" to cover them with "CONTEMPT!" (OH! THEY ARE EXPERTS AT IT!) PERSECUTING RULERS, MINISTERS, and CHURCH MEMBERS will CONSPIRE AGAINST THEM. With VOICE and PEN, by BOASTS, THREATS, and RICIDULE, they will seek to OVERTHROW their Faith. By FALSE REPRESENTATIONS and ANGRY APPEALS, they will stir up the PASSIONS of the people. Not having a "THUS SAITH THE SCRIPTURES!" to bring against the ADVOCATES of the BIBLE SABBATH, they will resort to OPPRESSIVE ENACTMENTS to supply the LACK...ON THIS BATTLEFIELD comes the LAST GREAT CONFLICT...when "PROTESTANTISM!" shall stretch "HER!" HAND across the GULF to GRASP the hand of the ROMAN POWER, when "SHE!" shall reach over the ABYSS to clasp hands with "SPIRITUALISM!" when, under the INFLUENCE (LEND YOUR "INFLUENCE!?" ) under the "INFLUENCE!" of this "THREEFOLD UNION!", our COUNTRY shall REPUDIATE EVERY PRINCIPLE of its constitution as a "PROTESTANT!" and REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT, and shall make provision for the PROPAGATION of "PAPAL FALSEHOODS" and DELUSIONS, "THEN!" we may know that the "TIME!" has come for the MARVELOUS WORKING OF SATAN and that the END-IS-NEAR!"

"AS THE APPROACH of the ROMAN ARMIES was a "SIGN" to the DISCIPLES of the impending DESTRUCTION of "JERUSALEM!", so may THIS "APOSTASY!" be a "SIGN" to us that the "LIMIT!" ('LOVE UNLIMITED!') that the "LIMIT!" of GOD'S FORBEARANCE is reached, that the measure of our "NATION'S INIQUITY!" is FULL, and that the ANGEL OF MERCY is about to take her FLIGHT - NEVER-TO-RETURN! "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" will then be plunged into those scenes of AFFLICTION and DISTRESS which PROPHETS have described as "THE TIME OF JACOB'S TROUBLE!"...THE "MARK!" OF DELIVERANCE will be set upon the men who "KEEP GOD'S COMMANDMENTS!"...who REFUSE the "MARK!" of the BEAST or of his "IMAGE!" T5:449 to 452. FOLLOWED BY THE "10 VIRGIN PARABLE!" and that we WILL "INDIVIDUALLY BE TESTED AND PROVED!" (up to p.463.) "PROTESTANTS are FOLLOWING in the STEPS of "PAPISTS!" Nay, more, they are OPENING THE DOOR for "POPERY!" to REGAIN in PROTESTANT AMERICA the SUPREMACY which she has LOST in the OLD WORLD!" 1884 GC 390. GC 574.
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER

Much has been WRITTEN - about "EVENTS" and in their "ORDER!" FOR EXAMPLE - if it was PREDICTED for something to take place "IN THE FUTURE!" and by MISREADING or DELIBERATE "PERVERSION!" or "SUBTERFUGE!" certain (what people call "MINISTERS!") but are no more "MINISTERS" than my DOG - and should be so regarded - "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!" T5:211. IN THE DAY OF GOD (not far away) they will be regarded as IDIOTS - CLOWNS - BOZOS - THEOLOGICAL BUMS - A BUNCH OF IRRESPONSIBLE SNOTS - ready for the HANGMAN'S NOOSE!

IF WE KNOW THE TRUTH -

THE TRUTH WILL MAKE US FREE OF THEIR "INFLUENCE!" or "CONTROL!" and we will regard them a such - RIGHT NOW !!! We need not wait till all the World will WAKE UP to SEE - !!! We see it "NOW!"

WHAT DO WE SEE IN "EVENTS - ????"

***(1) ELLEN WHITE was the PROPHET to the 144,000.
***(2) She started right off in "MY FIRST VISION!"
***(3) There are 3 "FIRST VISIONS!" ALL DIFFERENT.
***(4) The FIRST THING SHE WROTE IN "PRESENT TRUTH" -
****(5) Was "EVENTS!" in their "ORDER!" - AUGUST 1849.
****(6) They cut that all up - put the FIRST PART "LAST!"
****(7) Put the LAST PART "FIRST!" CUT OUT THE FIRST -
****(8) KEY PARAGRAPH which is the KEY to UNDERSTANDING
****(9) THE REST OF IT - !!! SENT IT TO THE DUMP!

"DEAR BRETHREN AND SISTERS:

"The Lord has shown me that it is my duty to relate to you, what He has revealed to me relating to "THE PRESENT TRUTH!" our PRESENT TRIED, SCATTERED and TEMPTED STATE, and our "DUTY" in view of the "COMING JUDGMENTS!" OF GOD!" "THE PRESENT TRUTH" AUGUST 1849. p.21. RH 1:9.
that some of the "LIGHT!" she was SHOWN dealt with the "COMING JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" With that MISSING PARAGRAPH to this day entire ORGANIZATIONS have been set up teaching that the "SEALING" began in 1844. When in 1849 it was still "FUTURE!" - "JUDGMENTS!" of God and even to THIS DAY - !!! it MIGHT be still "FUTURE!" (That's why the DEVIL rails against "FUTURISM" and has some NINNIES assuring us "THE LOUD CRY! is HERE - !!!)

***(10) NOT GOING BY "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER!"
***(11) THIS WAS GIVEN 35 YEARS LATER - 1884.
***(12) IN THE CHAPTER HEADINGS OF "1884 GREAT CONTROVERSY."
***(13) THE LORD CHOSE TO START WITH THE "DESTRUCTION OF "JERUSALEM!"
***(14) "THE HOLY CITY" of "GOD'S PROFESSED PEOPLE!" making a
***(15) FULL CIRCLE as "GOD'S PROFESSED PEOPLE!" again face
***(16) TOTAL RUIN! ONLY WORSE THAN THE FIRST! THAT ONE WAS
***(17) "BUT A FAINT SHADOW!" of what is coming "NOW!" p.37 (36).
***(18) THEN - about a MILLION and a HALF STAYED ALIVE !!
***(19) Went into SLAVERY - now NONE will stay ALIVE!
***(20) THE MESSAGE IS AND WAS - LOOK FOR "SIGNS!"
***(21) TO GET-OUT-OF-THERE! FOR YOUR LIFE!
***(22) AT MIDNIGHT A "CRY!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
***(23) THIS IS THE LAST MESSAGE ANY GOOD "JEW!"
***(24) will want to HEAR! That he has to "LEAVE!"
***(25) HIS "UNHOLY CITY!" Because they did "WORSE!"
***(26) "WORSE!" THAN THE JEWS!" (Of 20 REFERENCES ALL WE NEED
***(27) IS ONE - !!! T5:456-463.) SO THEY HAD TO -
***(28) MESS AROUND AND CHANGE THE BOOKS. WILL THAT
***(29) CHANGE GOD'S MIND - ??? STAY HOME FROM CHURCH
***(30) SOME SABBATH AND LEARN SOMETHING WORTH
***(31) COMPARE 1884 GC 38 with your FAKE BOOK p.37!
***(32) WHAT IS THE "SIGN!" TO "FLEE! ???" THEY ALSO
***(33) PUT THE ORIGINAL "PRESENT TRUTH" p.21-24 on the
**R&H CHOPPING BLOCK!** put the **LAST PART** in
**EW 36** and the **FIRST PART** in **EW 42.** (And sent
**HUGE CHUNKS TO THE DUMP!**) **NOW TRY AND
UNDERSTAND THE **SEALING!**

**...JUST NOW IN THIS SEALING TIME!** PT 22. (You
**may have a FREE COPY!**) **DOES THAT, BY ANY
STRETCH

**OF THE IMAGINATION MEAN 1844 or 1849 AS
**GERMAN REFORM**

**OR SESSLER OR SAUTRON OR LEMKE** - take it to
mean - ???

**SHE WAS A PROPHET - LOOKING IN VISION - TO
WHAT IS TO
**HAPPEN IN THE FUTURE **SEALING!** A PROPHET HAS
THE RIGHT

**TO USE **PRESENT TENSE!** as she did for whenever
**SEALING!** is to **START!** (Or even AFTER the
1,000 YEARS!)

**She can say: **NOW!** so and so is HAPPENING - IN
**VISION!**

**If you do not understand this PRINCIPLE you CANNOT
UNDERSTAND any more than WHEELING - when
**ADVENTISTS!**

**put **ROMANISM** IN POWER - !!! ADVENTISTS JOIN
ROMANISM!

**YOU COULD SNEER AT US WHEN WE SAW THIS 50
YEARS AGO - !!!

**THAT IS WHY WE PUT OUT TAPES TO SHOW WE DID
NOT HAVE TO

**CHANGE OUR MIND - !!! ESPECIALLY WHEN WE SEE ¾
MILLION $’s

**GOING TO PAPAL AGENTS AND DOGMAS - !!! AND
THEY WENT TO LAW -

**TO PROTECT SOME DUMB **NAME!** WHEN HALF WAY
THROUGH THE

**GREAT CONTROVERSY!!** SHE QUIT REFERRING TO
**ADVENTISTS!

**EXCEPT ONCE OR TWICE IN **PAST TENSE!** WHY DO
YOU THINK

**THE NAME! **SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST** DOES NOT
APPEAR IN GC PP PK DA AA SC and I do not know
how many OTHER BOOKS - !!!

**THOSE **SEALED** SHE CALLED **SAINTS!** **REMNANT!!
**GOD’S PEOPLE!! **THE PEOPLE OF GOD!!

**ANYTHING BUT **SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!!**
You might find a FAKE - an ADDED REFERENCE -
***(59) PUT IN BY SOME "EAGER BEAVER". BUT NOT - NOT
***(60) NOT IN ANY AUTHENTIC "ORIGINAL" WRITING! NO!
WE TAKE THAT GARROTE OFF OUR NECK - !!!
***(61) YOU ARE NOT GOING TO GET US WITH THAT ONE - !!!
***(62) YOU CAN DO LIKE "JUDAS!" HANG YOURSELF WITH
THAT ONE - !!!
***(63) I WENT THROUGH "EVERY WORD!" THROUGH "GREAT
CONTROVERSY!
***(64) OVER 3 TIMES BEFORE "SACRAMENTO!" AND 3 OR 4
TIMES BEFORE THAT!
***(65) ASK VANCE FERRELL TO SHOW YOU THAT SHAME OF
A "NAME!" T8:250.
***(66) IN ANY AUTHENTIC "ORIGINAL WRITING!" THERE IS
NONE!
***(67) WE ARE NOT GOING TO BE BUFFALOED OR
STAMPEDED INTO THAT ONE!
***(68) THE HOAX OF A "NAME!" - !!!

"THOU HAST A "NAME!" THAT THOU LIVEST, and art
"DEAD!" "There is NOTHING more DANGEROUS...than to have
MERELY A "NAME!" SERIES B 7:28. "We will NOT be SAVED as
a SECT, NO DENOMINATIONAL "NAME!" HAS ANY VIRTUE TO
BRING US INTO FAVOR WITH GOD!" RH Feb. 10, 1891.
(BRISBIN 87) "A GREAT "NAME!" AMONG MEN IS AS LETTERS
TRACED IN SAND, but a SPOTLESS "CHARACTER!" will
"ENDURE to all ETERNITY!" T5:579. "HOW GREAT IS THE
DARKNESS OF SUCH!...NO STRONGER DELUSION can deceive
the human mind...WHAT FOLLY! WHAT MADNESS!" T1:406-7.
"Think ye that God will RECEIVE - HONOR - and
ACKNOWLEDGE A PEOPLE SO MIXED UP with the World that
they differ from them ONLY--IN--"NAME!" T1:287. "I saw the
DREADFUL FACT that GOD'S PEOPLE were CONFORMED to the
WORLD, with NO DISTINCTION - EXCEPT--IN--"NAME!" T1:133.
"SUCH "RELIGION!" IS NOT WORTH A STRAW!" T1:152. COL
268. (TITHE TO THEM? T1:153.) "And ye shall leave your
"NAME!" for a CURSE unto MY CHOSEN: for the LORD GOD
shall SLAY THEE - and call HIS SERVANTS BY-ANOTHER--
"NAME!" ISA. 65:15.

EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER

***(69) THE "SEALING" STARTS. WITH THE "SEAL OF GOD!"
***(70) OR "THE "MARK!" OF THE BEAST!" THEY GET THE "POWER!"
***(71) WHO GETS THE "POWER!" Those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!"
***(73) "(THIS) WILL BRING "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" TO THE "TEST!" SM 2:55.
***(74) THERE SHE HAD ENOUGH INK TO SPELL OUT - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!"
***(75) NOT AN SDA WAS ALIVE - in 1844! It was first 1860 or 1862.
***(76) WHEN THE "SEALING!" BEGINS - "A COMPANION OF FOOLS WILL BE DESTROYED!"
***(77) "DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT!" Prov. 13:20,23. THE "WISE" LEAVE!
***(78) "As He WARNED His DISCIPLES of JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION, giving them a "SIGN!"
***(79) "of the approaching "RUIN!" that they might make their "ESCAPE!" so He has WARNED
***(80) "HIS PEOPLE!" (They put in "THE WORLD!" So He has WARN'.+) "THE WORLD!" HOW DO YOU LIKE "THAT!"
***(81) "...so He has WARNED "HIS PEOPLE!"...and given THEM SIGNS!...that all
***(82) who will may "FLEE!" from the "WRATH!" to come!" 1884 GC 38. (WE WERE NOT SUPPOSED TO KNOW THIS - ???
***(83) NO "FLEETING OUT - ???" NO "GOING OUT TO MEET HIM - ???")
***(84) But here the Lord says: "OUT!" And it tells us what "TIME!" to FLEE "OUT!"

WE HAVE TO TAKE "EVENTS" IN THEIR "ORDER!"

ROMANISM IS A "SLEEPING GIANT!" The LITTLE DOG often AWAKENS THE 3IG DOG! AS THE EVANGELICAL "BILLY GRAHAM - ADVENTIST" COALITION MOVED IN 1966 to launch "KEY-'73!" of T5:211 starts RUNNING AROUND IN CIRCLES - YAPPING AWAY to call for a "THREE-FOLD UNION" in "KEY-'73!" OPENLY CALLING ON "GOD!" TO "BLESS!" THIS "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" OPENLY DECLARING THIS TO BE "THE LOUD CRY!" KNOWING FULL WELL THEIR ONLY "OPPOSITION!" WILL BE THE "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES!" They went
"WHINING!" to the BIG "BONE-CRUSHING" ROMISH "PIT-BULL!" with a ¾ MILLION $ BONE as a BRIBE — to get the "PIT-BULL!" to do his STUFF — JOIN the "RING-LEADERS!" of T5:212 — SIC them on for more "REWARDS!" to come — !!! (THROW them an "INDEPENDENT" CAT TO MAUL — !!!) It really must be "FUN!"

TILL THE LAW STEPS IN — !!!

AS HE SAID HE WOULD JUST AT THIS CRUCIAL HOUR IN 20 to 50 REFERENCES! WHO GOT THAT "PIT-BULL!" GOING — ??? THEN THE REFERENCES THAT WHEELING USES — but WHO—STARTED-IT — ??? WHO ARE: "THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES OF THEIR FORMER "BRETHREN!" GC 608. "...OPENING THE WAY... IN THE MOVEMENTS NOW IN PROGRESS IN THE UNITED STATES to secure for the INSTITUTIONS and USAGES of "THE CHURCH!" the SUPPORT of the "STATE!" — "PROTESTANTS (ADVENTISTS!) ARE FOLLOWING IN THE STEPS OF PAPISTS!" (TM 362.) NAY, MORE(!) they are OPENING THE DOOR for the PAPACY to regain in PROTESTANT AMERICA the SUPREMACY which she has LOST in the OLD WORLD...the ENFORCEMENT of SUNDAY OBSERVANCE...THE SOON-COMING CONTEST!" GC 573.

ARE YOU AWAKE — ADVENTIST — ???

AS "JOHNSSON" FEATURES "EUGENE DURAND" — as these 2 BOZOS get together to JUSTIFY the "CHRISTMAS!" the most SCURRILOUS — INSULTING — SCOFFING — TAUNTING — ABERRATION ever to appear in a "CHRISTIAN JOURNAL!" to PUT DOWN ELLEN WHITE — THE "TESTIMONIES!" AND THOSE WHO GO BY THEM — !!! This is JUST—THE—KIND to STRONG-ARM us into KEEPING "SUNDAY!" when they need the KIND that they require — no need to look for them — they HAVE them — RIGHT THERE!!! For a Picture of that SCENE — read 1884 GC 390 to 397.

"SOON "GOD'S PEOPLE!" WILL BE TESTED
BY "FIERY TRIALS!" AND THE GREAT PROPORTION

...WILL PROVE TO BE BASE METAL!" T5:136.
WOULDN'T IT BE WONDERFUL TO ACCEPT THE LIGHT -
AND THUS BE SAVED IN GOD'S KINGDOM - !!!

◊◊◊◊◊◊

THOSE WHO BUY 5 CASES (48 of the ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSIES!" $120.00 EACH CASE TO ANY PLACE IN THE WORLD PLUS POSTAGE AND INSURANCE) - will get 6th CASE FREE!

THE PIED PIPER
from HEAVEN with a SHOUT!" Series B7:56-7.

DO WE CONTINUE HONORING THESE FALSE LAODICEAN PROPHETS after they are DEAD - ??? THIS COVER PICTURE drawn by VAL PAOLI is meant to convey the IDEA of DIGGING OUT THE BONES of these FALSE PROPHETS and burn them on the ALTAR. Sr. Val was carried away with the ENTHUSIASM of the Moment to make a GOOD JOB of taking care of these FALSE PROPHETS and built an ALTAR that looks more like the beginning of the "THE TOWER OF BABEL!" ANYWAY she intends that they make a GOOD JOB - !!! and is not about to "MAINTAIN!" and "SUSTAIN!" them in their ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE!

TEXTS TO SUSTAIN THIS IDEA:

1 Kings 13:1 to 34. NOTICE: If YOU understand the WORD OF GOD - do NOT be WAYLAID by any of these FALSE PROPHETS with their SMOOTH TALK that "THEY!" want YOU to follow THEM! We better WATCH and EVALUATE who the LORD is CUTTING DOWN in their TRACKS the FALSE LAODICEAN PROPHETS who will NEVER accept the TRUTH because of DANIEL 1:10. HOSEA 4,6,14,17; 5:4,6. AMOS 8:3. OBADIAH 16. Then we turn to 2 Kings 23:16 where they BURNT SOME MORE BONES ON THE ALTAR! but the NEXT VERSE SAYS in NO WAY were they to disturb the BONES of a TRUE MAN OF GOD! 17,18. And going on, they DID NOT WAIT for the "PRIESTS OF THE HIGH-PLACES" to die but SLEW them "ALL!" (THE "SPIRIT OF ELIJAH") "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!" 20,29,30. It seems this will be done in the TIME OF THE "7 LAST PLAGUES! Spread their BONES before the SUN, the MOON, and the HOSTS OF HEAVEN that they WORSHIPPED. JER. 8:1. to all the way to the END OF THE CHAPTER 22.

MORE BONES TO BURN THAN WE THOUGHT:

EZEKIEL 6: ALL OF THIS CHAPTER and ALL of the next and go on to CHAPTER 8 and WHY did NICHOLS bring EASTER SUNDAY KEEPING into this Church - ??? (AS WELL AS HIS DRUGS - what an APOSTATE!) He threatened the LAW on the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, perhaps the PRESENT ADMINISTRATION better READ HIS RECORD before they TRY AGAIN or the LORD will need a BIGGER "ALTAR!" than we REALIZED - !!! EZEKIEL 6 and 7 and then 9 and go on and see what you can find to the LAST BOOK IN EZEKIEL. And come away knowing a GREAT DEAL MORE than the GENTRY NAMED who only see: "ROMANISM!" and if they see "ROMANISM!" why do they pay a BRIBE of close to a MILLION $'s to (before they are done - RAMIK through the "DEATH DECREED!!" Magen and Spaulding 1,2.)

WITH YOUR TITHE MONEY - ??? "SUSTAINED" and "MAINTAINED" by YOU - ??? SERIES B7:61. (FRONT OF THIS COVER.)
MORE ABOUT THE WHEELING FALSE ALARM
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November 30, 1992

"ADVENTIST REVIEW" - January 21, '93 has an INSERT "DAY OF THE DRAGON"
by (JEW) CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN - PHARISEES - SADDUCEES - Scribes in a
wonderful display of UNITY with WHEELING in a UNITED RAID on "ROMANISM!"